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Editorial
Jurij Mihelič, Guest Editor
Faculty of Computer and Information Science, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Nowadays, use of computing and software technologies is increasingly prevailing in many
practical aspect of our every-day life. The need for process automation and control, data
exchange, visualization, and analysis is penetrating many practical and diverse fields such as
manufacturing technologies, customer support, product marketing, and user-aware systems.
Oftentimes, existing methods and techniques are unsatisfactory and inefficient in terms of
algorithmic running time and quality of solutions. On the other side, the basic areas of
informatics and computer science provide fundamental techniques and approaches to solving
the real-world problems, but they are often hard to take advantage of. To do this, it requires
deep scientific understanding as well as wide perspective on different computing technologies
corresponding to the problem domain.
Accordingly, this special issue includes ten scientific papers presenting the research in the
area of computing and software applications, several of them trying to bridge the gap between
theory and practice. The papers are divided into two groups of five papers. The first group
includes the papers focusing on the use of practical algorithms and computing technology for
solving real-world problems from various computing-unrelated fields such us music perception
and pharmaceutical manufacture, while the focus of the second group is on system software
including programming languages and sensor networks.
Additionally, this special issue gives a retrospective of the past results in research and
development conducted by faculty members, researchers, and students at the Faculty of
Computer and Information Science, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. Some papers are mainly
based on final theses or other interesting works guided by the faculty members while the other
represent conventional research effort of the faculty members.
The first five papers are from the general area of software applications and algorithms. Here,
the first paper is Automatic Detection of Pronation Type of Runners Using Computer
Vision (by Anže Pečar, Aleš Dolenc, Aleš Jaklič, Peter Peer and Jure Kovač) and
concentrates on methods and techniques from the computer vision in order to detect the
pronation type of runners based on the automatic analysis of the backside video of a runner
on a treadmill. The proposed detection techniques require no additional markers or lighting
and belong to the emerging field of gait analysis. The authors of the paper also collected a
benchmark test set of several videos with all the corresponding data of the runners. This test
set is also used for the experimental evaluation of the proposed solutions which, accordingly,
provide promising results.
In the second paper, Unveiling the Perceptual Differences in Mood and Color Perception
in Non-Mainstream Music Styles (by Matevž Pesek and Matija Marolt), the authors explore
differences in listeners' perception of non-mainstream music styles, such as Slovenian folk
songs and electro-acoustic music pieces from the Moodo dataset which links emotional and
color perception to music. The paper presents the analysis of user emotional responses to
these non-mainstream music styles. The results reveal strong induced emotions, which are
not present in more mainstream music genres. The methods presented therein are generally
useful in areas such the development of music recommender systems and user-aware
systems.
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The third paper is an area overview paper, titled Application of Algorithms and Machine
Learning Methods in Pharmaceutical Manufacture (by Janja Klemenčič and Jurij Mihelič),
and surveys applications of algorithms and machine learning methods in the processes of
pharmaceutical manufacture. The paper identifies the weakness of current processes, which
base mainly on the process analytical technology, a guidance system developed by US Food
and Drug Administration. However, data related to the studied process is usually readily
available, but often not used in a control of a manufacturing process. The main part of the
paper explores several applications of data science and machine learning methods to control
such process.
Mazes or labyrinths are not-only used for entertainment purposes, but also in other areas such
as psychology and physics. In the fourth paper, Analysis of Maze Generating Algorithms
(by Peter Gabrovšek), the author explores solving difficulty of computer generated mazes. In
the paper, several algorithms for generating mazes are first presented, followed by the
description of maze-solving agents. Finally, the various features of the solution are explored
in order to evaluate the difficulty of the generated mazes.
The fifth paper is the last paper in the group of algorithmic applications papers in this issue
and is a representative example from the algorithm engineering field. The title of the paper is
Matrix Multiplication: Practical Use of a Strassen Like Algorithm (by Mitja Rozman and
Miha Eleršič) and explores several matrix multiplication algorithms from a naïve multiplication
through divide and conquer algorithms to block multiplication. The efficiency of
implementations of well-known Strassen algorithm is often disputed by algorithmic
practitioners. The papers presents a Strassen like algorithm, where also various algorithmic
optimizations and code tuning techniques are explored and experimentally evaluated.
The second group of papers focuses on system software including programming languages
and sensor networks. The sixth paper is titled Identifying Differences Between Humanwritten and Random Programs (by Uroš Čibej, Borut Robič and Jurij Mihelič) and explores
the well-known esoteric programming language in order to study the properties of humanwritten as well as randomly generated programs. In the paper, the authors clearly show the
differences between the two groups.
The seventh paper is Low-level Probe of Programs Regarding Different Languages and
Compilers (by Jaka Bac and Boštjan Slivnik) focuses on the characterization of differences
among execution traces of the same computation but implemented in different programming
languages. In particular, the experimental results include C, Java, and Python on the x86-64
computer architecture. The results clearly shows the differences in execution traces between
compiled and interpreted languages.
The research in the area of Wireless Sensor Networks offers energy-efficient applications to
monitor the environment, industrial processes, and buildings. The design of Wireless Sensor
Network is explored in the eight paper titled Design of Low-Power Wireless Sensor
Network with Simplified Protocol (by Robert Rozman). The author presents an example of
design and stress the importance of the low-power consumption of a sensor network. Based
on this, the hardware and software implementation for the network and access-point nodes
are presented in details, where the solutions are based on the industry-based lightweight
SimplicitTI protocol.
The last two papers deal with SIC/XE educational computer architecture, which is often used
in system software courses world-wide. The ninth paper is A SIC/XE to Intel Pentium x86
Assembly Code Translator (by Benjamin Kastelic and Tomaž Dobravec) and presents a
compiler where the source is a SIC/XE assembly code and the target is x86 assembly code.
The main benefit of such code translator is the ability to execute target code on the real
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machine instead of simulator. The article also provides several benchmarks where the
speedup of execution is determined.
The final and tenth paper extends the SicTools collection of system software utilities for the
SIC/XE computer architecture, which already include assembler, virtual machine, simulator,
and debugger, with a linker. The paper title is A Linker for SIC/XE Hypothetical Computer
(by Nejc Kišek). The extension provided is modular in the form of linker library, which can be
used in third-party tools as well as in the standalone linking utility. The extension makes the
SicTools one of the most comprehensive software tools for the SIC/XE architecture publicly
available.
Throughout all of these works, we acknowledge that a careful study of the problems together
with an exploitation of algorithms, formal modeling, data analysis, experimental evaluation,
and software engineering gives effective and efficient solutions for the studied problems. Such
a process requires hard work, determination and ingenuity, which the editor believes every
paper in this issue displays to a great extent. This makes the whole issue an interesting read.
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Automatic Detection of Pronation Type of
Runners Using Computer Vision
Pečar, Anže; Dolenc, Aleš; Jaklič, Aleš; Peer, Peter and Kovač, Jure
The most common part of running gait analysis is
determining the pronation type of a runner (Fig
1.). This is done by measuring the eversion angle
of an ankle on a video of a runner running on a
treadmill. The measurements are most commonly
made by hand, therefore a need for development
of automatic methods of running gait subjects
exist. The methods could be used for broad use
in sport stores, for the purposes of running gait
analysis for running trainers and also as an aid in
sport research.
The aim of this study is to develop automatic
methods for measuring the ankle eversion angle
in runners from a video of a runner running on a
treadmill filmed from behind. The aim is to
determine the angle without any aid of special
markers or other features that might obstruct the
runners.
In the next Section we present a sequence of
processing steps used to provide automatic
pronation type detection in runners.
In Section 3 we experimentally evaluate the
proposed solution. Section 4 summarizes the
conclusions.

Abstract: Running is a popular form of
recreation. Running clubs and shops commonly
provide services related to video analysis of
runners. The most common service is to determine
the pronation type of a runner. This is done by
manually measuring the eversion angle of an ankle
from a backside video of a runner on a treadmill.
Therefore, there exists a need to develop
applications for automatic gait analysis of runners.
We have developed methods for automatic
measurement of eversion angle of an ankle for
subjects running on a treadmill. They measure the
angle and pronation type based on human body
skeleton model segmented with computer vision
techniques. Tested on a group of 15 runners, these
methods produced reasonably accurate results
and demonstrated the potential for wider use in
commercial and sport research applications.
Nevertheless, since the accuracy can be further
improved, we also provide some guidelines for
improvements to eliminate the shortcomings.
Index Terms: Gait analysis, running, motion
detection, human skeleton, pronation, supination,
automated video analysis, computer vision

T

1.

INTRODUCTION

2. METHODS

HE increased popularity of running also
increased the demand for running gait
analysis.

2.1 Capturing the Video Material
For the purposes of this study we have filmed
14 different runners while running on a treadmill.
We filmed one runner in two different running
shoes, thus obtaining 15 different videos.

Figure 1. Pronation types

Manuscript received Sep. 2017 and accepted for the journal in Dec.
2017. The authors acknowledge the financial support from the
Slovenian Research Agency (research core funding No. P2-0214 (B)
Computer Vision).
A. Pečar, A. Jaklič (ales.jaklic@fri.uni-lj.si), P. Peer and J.
Kovač are with the University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Computer
and Information Science, Večna pot 113, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia.
A. Dolenc is with the University of Ljubljana, Faculty of sports.

Figure 2. Cameras spatial layout
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The runners have been filmed from behind. We
filmed all the runners using a Lumix FZ200
camera. Camera positions can be seen in Fig. 2.
The camera was positioned behind the runner on
a stand, approximately 480 cm away from the
runner and at a height of 50 cm.
The runners were filmed at 200 Hz and at a
resolution of 640x480 pixels. We filmed at least
50 steps of running for each runner, running at a
steady pace of 12 km/h. Every recording started
with at least 10 seconds long clip of an empty
treadmill. This was done for the purposes of
learning the background for the foreground
detection algorithm. All the recordings where then
cut to appropriate length. They were consisted by
the initial 10 s of empty scene (2000 frames),
followed by 20 steps of running at 12 km/h
(approximately 3500 – 4200 frames). We filmed
10 male runners and 5 female runners. The
runners differed by the style of running, form and
pronation type and were all recreational runners.

2.3 Foreground Detection
Foreground detection obtains the model of the
background. The model of the background is
obtained by adaptive background mixture models
algorithm [1]. The number of training frames used
for the function was 15 and learning rate was set
to 10-8. All the other parameters were set to their
default values. The foreground detection was
done in RGB color space.
2.4 Morphological Operations
Morphological operations on images where
used to obtain a cleaner mask of a runner. We
first used morphological close [3], to fill smaller
holes in the mask Then morphological open [3]
operation was used to remove any smaller noise
in the mask. This operation was followed by
dilation [4] to fill any bigger holes in the mask. For
the structural element a square of size 6 is used.
We remove all objects smaller than 7500 pixels
from the frames. The resulting mask after the
morphological operations is shown in Fig. 4.

2.2 Automatic Pronation Type Detection
Our solution consists of 5 phases presented in
Fig. 3. In the first phase, the foreground detection
algorithm [1] is used to produce a silhouette of a
runner without the background. This silhouette is
than further processed by morphological
operations on images to produce a cleaner
silhouette. On this cleaner silhouette we then
compute the center lines of the skeleton and the
point representing the ankle. This produces a
video equipped with lines, representing the
runner’s skeleton and the information about the
eversion ankle for each foot of a runner in every
step [2]. Afterwards we process the obtained
signals to calculate the average step and
average values through all the steps of a runner.
On these values we then use 3 different methods
for determining the support phase. Finally, we
calculate the average eversion angle in the ankle
during the support phase.

Figure 4. Foreground mask of the runner
2.5 Skeleton Detection
We segment the obtained mask of a runner
into 3 segments (Fig. 5) that where determined
manually based on the estimated heights of
runner’s joints.
The upper segment contains the runner’s hips,
the middle segment contains the upper part of
runner’s legs and the bottom segment contains
the lower part of the legs We processed each
segment individually [2]. In the upper segment
only the line through the center of the segment
was calculated using Hough line detection
algorithm [5].
In the middle segment we obtained the lines
running down the center of each leg. We
calculated the center point for each part of the
segment representing the individual leg. Only the
points close to the average center point of each
leg where used for the line calculation, because
the human legs are fairly straight, therefore the
points cannot vary significantly from the average

Figure 3. Processing phases
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center point.

We then calculated the angle between those
two lines, to obtain the eversion angle of an
ankle. The angle was calculated using the
standard formula for angle between lines using
the line coefficients 𝑘" and 𝑘# :
tan 𝜑 = *

𝑘" − 𝑘#
*
1 + 𝑘" 𝑘#

The calculated angle is marked in Fig. 6.
2.8 Signal Processing
We obtain the end point of each segment of
the skeleton and the angles in these points. This
is the raw data [6]. We add the silhouette mass,
silhouette center point, maximum length of the
silhouette and maximum width of the silhouette in
the surrounding of knees for easier processing.
We obtain those signals before the silhouette is
segmented into segments. Because running is a
cyclic motion, those signals are then processed
to detect the gait cycle. We use the mass of the
silhouette for gait cycle determination (Fig. 7).
When the cycles are obtained, we use discrete
Fourier transform to obtain the frequency specter
and determine the main gait frequency. Gait
signals are prone to erratic detections, which are
seen as spikes in gait signals [6]. The spikes are
detected by applying a moving median filter
through entire signal. Moving median filter
enables local detection of spikes. When a spike
is detected, the values are set to undefined NaN.
Fig. 7 presents the periodic time evolution of
computed features.

Figure 5. The 3 segments of the mask
In the lower segment, also the center points for
each leg where obtained by similar methods as in
the middle segment. The points where then
divided into two groups, separated by the point
representing the ankle.
2.6 Determining the Ankle Point
The ankle point for each leg was calculated
with more care. The human leg has usually the
minimum width a little above the ankle. This fact
was used to determine the location of the ankle.
We calculated the height at which the leg had the
minimum width. We lowered that height for 20
pixels and obtained the center point for that
height. This point then represented the ankle
point.
2.7 Ankle Angle Computation
The center points of the lower segment have
been split into two groups. The points above the
ankle and the points below the ankle point. From
each group a line was calculated, representing
the skeleton.

Figure 7. Periodic nature of detected features
Features leva3X, leva3Y and leva3theta
represent x, y and angle of a left ankle
respectively. The same goes for features

Figure 6. The calculated angle
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desna3X, desna3Y and desna3theta for a right
ankle. The feature mass represents the binary
silhouette mass, objectCenterY the y coordinate
of center of mass, while MaxY represents the
maximum y coordinate of the silhouette.From the
obtained gait cycles we then calculate the
average gait cycle for all variables [6].

point is at its lowest height.
We compared the results with the manual
measurements and calculated the absolute and
relative error for all methods. Absolute error was
calculated using a formula:
absi = | Vi -Ri |,

2.9 Support Phase Detection
We use three different methods for support
phase detection.
The first method is manual. We manually
determine in which part of the cycle the foot is in
contact with the floor, to determine the support
phase [7].
The second method is based on the height of
the ankle point. We specify a fixed interval to
which the height of the angle point has to
correspond.
The third method is also based on the height of
the ankle point. We search for spikes in the
signal of Y coordinate of the ankle point,
obtaining the point where the ankle point is at its
lowest. We than set the fixed surrounding round
that point as the support phase. If both legs have
spikes roughly in the same area, we use the
second spike for the other leg, at least one third
of a gait cycle length away.
After we obtain the part of the cycle
representing the support phase for each leg, we
calculate the average eversion angle of an ankle
during the support phase for each leg.

where Vi is the value obtained by the automatic
method and Ri is the value obtained by the
manual measuring. The relative error was
calculated using the formula:
reli = | Vi -Ri | / Ri .
The relative errors for all methods
displayed in Table 1.

are

Table 1 Relative error for all methods
Method

L leg

R leg

Both legs

1st

1,16%

1,28%

1,22%

2nd

1,06%

1,15%

1,10%

3rd

1,28%

1,28%

1,28%

3.3 Classification Accuracy
We classified the runners into pronation types
based on the automatic methods results and
compared them to the manual classification. We
achieved the average classification accuracy of
approximately 69%. The results can be seen in
Table 2.

3. RESULTS
We obtained results for all 15 runners manually
by measuring the maximum angle in the ankle for
all steps of running using Kinovea software [8].
Then we calculated the average angle for each
leg for each runner. Those results served as the
comparison for automatic method results. We
also classified the runners into pronation types
based on the measured angle. The runners with
angles smaller than 168o where classified as
over-pronators, the runners having angles
greater than 173o where classified as underpronators (supinators) and the runners having
angles between those values where classified as
neutral runners.
All three methods used automatic skeleton and
angle detection, they differed regarding the
method used for support phase detection:
1. The first method used the manual support
phase detection.
2. The second method used automatic
support phase detection by selecting an
interval of the angle point height in which
the point has to fall in.
3. The third method used automatic support
phase detection, using a fixed interval
around a detected spike, where the ankle

Table 2 Classification accuracy for automatic
methods
Method

L leg

R leg

Both legs

1st

67 %

73 %

70 %

2nd

67 %

73 %

70 %

3rd

67 %

67 %

67 %

However, if we only consider the runners that
were not near a limit between different
classifications, the classification accuracy is
higher as can be seen in Table 3. In this
classification result only the runners with
manually measured angles that differed for
minimum of 1o from the classification limits were
used.
Table 3 Classification accuracy for automatic
methods for runners not near the class limits
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Method

L leg

R leg

Both legs

1st

78%

83%

80%

2nd

78%

100%

87%

3rd

89%

83%

[9] Blagojević, V., et al, “A Systematic Approach to
Generation of New Ideas for PhD Research in Computing,”
Advances in Computers, Elsevier, Vol. 104, 2017, pp. 1-31.

87%

4. CONCLUSIONS

[10] Kovač, J., “Vision Based Techniques for Human Gait
Analysis and Their use in Biometrics,” PhD thesis, Faculty of
Computer and Information Science, University of Ljubljana,
2014

In this study we propose some prototypes of
algorithms and methods for automatic eversion
angle measurement in runners running on a
treadmill and automatic classification into
pronation types. The work can be classified as
Specialization (S) of work [6, 10] according to
classification proposed in [9].
We filmed 14 different runners while running
on a treadmill and obtained 15 different videos on
which we tested our algorithms. We developed
algorithms that measure the eversion angle
during the support phase on videos of the
runners from behind without any additional aids
and markers or additional lighting. The results are
in form of the average angle during the support
phase for each leg and also as a visual result of a
video of a runner enhanced with the information
about the current angle in the ankle of each foot
and also with the lines representing the skeleton.
The obtained results where then analyzed and
compared with the manual measurements.
The proposed methods gave some promising
and adequate results. The smallest relative error
was less than 1%, but the accuracy should be
improved to 0.5% or less. The classification
accuracy was higher in runners that weren’t on
the verge of classification classes. With the
runners on the verge of individual classes, the
accuracy is worse, because the borders between
classes are very strict and offer little tolerance
and the detection error is too large.

A. Pečar earned a BSc degree from University of Ljubljana,
Faculty of Computer and Information Science, Slovenia in
2014.
A. Dolec is an assistant professor at University of Ljubljana,
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A. Jaklič is a teaching assistant at University of Ljubljana,
Faculty of Computer and Information Science, Slovenia. His
main research interest is computer vision.
P. Peer is an associate professor at University of Ljubljana,
Faculty of Computer and Information Science, Slovenia. His
research spans computer vision, image-based biometry, and
computer vision applications.
J. Kovač earned a PhD degree from University of Ljubljana,
Faculty of Computer and Information Science, Slovenia in
2014.
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Unveiling the Perceptual Differences in
Mood and Color Perception in
Non-Mainstream Music Styles
Pesek, Matevž and Marolt, Matija

cessing, polyphonic transcription [15, 11, 23]
and chord estimation [22, 26] have dominated
the general interest of the MIR community.
More recently, a variety of user-related MIR
tasks emerged, taking the user’s specific taste
and opinion as the benchmark (e.g. [5, 29]),
starting with music genre classification [37, 3].
With a growing number of available annotated datasets, mood estimation [14] has also
emerged as an independent task [18, 16]. These
user-centered topics gave rise to affective music
information retrieval, which includes systematic
analysis and modelling of affect in music [13, 8],
user preference elicitation based on facial expression [34], study of mood and emotions [38],
and others.
With the growing interest of both industry and academia [4], the emerged affective
MIR subfield can be viewed as a consequence
of the shift of interest from the system as the
goal paradigm towards the system as the tool,
where the goal is to accommodate each user
individually. Affective MIR is thus focused on
user-awareness—its main goal is to incorporate
the user’s demographic-oriented, personalityoriented and preference-oriented information
into the system. The most significant barrier
to achieve a truly affective MIR system is the
lack of regularized and diverse annotated data.
To overcome this barrier, Pesek et al. [24] proposed a new multi-modal dataset—named the
Moodo dataset—that includes listeners’ emotional ratings of music pieces, as well as their
demographic data and music preferences.
By analyzing data from the Moodo dataset,
the authors have previously shown how colors and music are mediated by emotions and
how emotion-color-music associations are fur-

Abstract: The article explores the differences in listeners’ perception of nonmainstream music styles, uncovering the influence of the music context on their responses.
To tackle this problem, the Moodo dataset—
which links emotional and color perception to
music, and includes user context—is used. Our
focus is on two parts of the dataset that were
not previously analyzed: a collection of Slovenian folk songs and a collection of electroacoustic music pieces. The analysis of user responses to these non-mainstream music styles
revealed strong induced emotions, not otherwise present in more mainstream genres. We
show how this knowledge can be applied to the
development of every-day music applications.
Index Terms: music information retrieval,
music emotion recognition, affective MIR,
mood estimation, Moodo dataset

1. Introduction
o analyze, retrieve and organize information
in music, the field of music information retrieval (MIR) emerged in the last two decades
[6]. It has grown since its early beginnings to
encompass a number of topics and bring together researches from several well-established
fields, from computer science and signal processing on one side, to psychology and music
theory on the other. Several standardized MIR
tasks have been established, which makes the
comparison of different approaches possible. In
the topics more closely related to signal pro-

T

Manuscript received Sep, 2017 and accepted for the
journal in Nov. 2017.
The authors are with the University of Ljubljana,
Faculty of Computer and Information Science, Slovenia
(e-mail: matevz.pesek@fri.uni-lj.si).
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ever the amount of noise is significantly higher
as there are no strictly defined rules for annotation by tagging. Tags also commonly include
not only emotions involved in a song—either
perceived or induced by both music and lyrics—
but also music genre, instruments, the number
and types of vocals etc. On the other hand, explicitly provided annotations contain less noise
and more information, yet involve a lot of effort
to gather, and are limited in size.

ther constrained by the user context of mood,
gender, age, and music preferences [27]. The
authors also showed that the inclusion of user
context can significantly improve prediction of
emotional responses in music.
In this paper, we continue our analyses, and
study the influence of music styles on emotional
perception of music. For this purpose, we analyzed emotion-color relations within two nonmainstream music collections included in the
Moodo dataset: a collection of Slovenian folk
songs, consisting of 20 songs from field recordings of Slovenian traditions; and a collection
of electro-acoustic music, consisting of 20 contemporary works. Our analyses expose the differences in users’ emotional and visual perception between both collections. The results are
compared to previous analyses of this dataset,
that were focused on mainstream and film music. We elaborate how our findings can aid in
discovery of non-mainstream music within usercontext-dependent music recommendation applications.
The paper is structured as follows. Section
2 presents the current state-of-the-art in MIR
and an overview of the Moodo dataset. Section
3 reports on the gathered responses to the nonmainstream music subsets, and presents the results of our analyses, focusing on emotional and
color responses to individual collections within
the Moodo dataset. The results are discussed
in Section 4. We conclude the paper with a
discussion on the differences in emotional perception of music in different music styles and
its influence on every-day applications involving music.

2.1

Retrieving The Mood

Researches in music emotion recognition can be
divided into two groups, employing either discrete or dimensional emotion models for gathering user input. For the latter, a number of
variations of the Likert intensity scales [17] and
Russell’s circumplex model of affect [28] have
been introduced. One of the biggest drawbacks
of dimensional models is a limited number of
dimensions used for modeling emotions, with
the low-dimensional affective space typically reduced to valence and arousal (e.g. [9]).
The discrete models aim to overcome this
limitation by introducing multiple-category ratings of emotions (e.g. [14]). Several models
have been well-accepted within the MIR community: the Geneva Emotional Music Scale
(GEMS) [40] was developed as an emotion
model for musically induced emotions. The
GEMS model is based on 45 terms, although
shorter versions have been introduced, resulting in the 25 and 9 term models, GEMS-25 [35]
and GEMS-9 [2]. The Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange (MIREX) community accepted a five-cluster model derived from
the AllMusicGuide mood repository [10], with
label sets consisting of 5 to 7 labels per cluster,
resulting in a total of 29 labels.
Neither type of the model has been proven
superior in all aspects. Therefore, authors of
the Moodo dataset developed a new hybrid
annotation model, which integrates features
from both modeling approaches: the discrete
(induced and perceived) emotion labels and
the continuous 2-dimensional valence-arousal
space. By selecting emotion labels for either
perceived or induced categories, and placing
them onto the valence arousal space, dimen-

2. Related Work
The expansion of digitally available audio collections has boosted research in music emotion
recognition, both for emotion recognition from
audio, as well as from lyrics and music tags.
The approaches are commonly benchmarked
using datasets with reference annotations. In
many cases, the annotations are produced explicitly for the dataset; in others, an online
service is used as the source of annotations
through user tags. The latter can be gathered
with less difficulty and in larger amounts, how-
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sional and discrete data are obtained simultaneously. Such an approach also yields insights
into participants’ perception of emotional labels and their position in the valence-arousal
space, which cannot be captured by traditional
approaches.
Several datasets with mood annotations
have been gathered in the past.
The
MoodSwings Turk Dataset provides on average
17 valence-arousal ratings of perceived emotions for 240 clips of popular music [30], where
a collaborative game [32] was partially used to
obtain the data. The Cal500 gathered emotional labels for 500 popular songs [36], averaging three annotations per song. The extended
dataset CAL10k also provided several acoustic
features and tags along with 153 genre tags for
more than 10.000 songs [33]. The MTV Music
Dataset [31] contains a set of valence-arousal
ratings for 192 popular songs annotated by 5
annotators with different musicological backgrounds. [1] gathered over 8000 responses by
1778 participants on a set of 400 excerpts of
classical, rock, pop and electronic music. The
Emotify game had been used in a data gathering procedure, which additionally included the
basic demographics. Lykartsis et al. tested
the German version of GEMS-25 model for
electro-acoustic and popular music, expanding
the original model with three additional categories (GEMS-28-G) [19]. They gathered annotations from 245 participants on a set of 20 music pieces of classical and popular instrumental
music and electro-acoustic music. [12] used the
GEMS-9 model on 4000 participants and 12000
music excerpts from 53 songs in order to measure participants’ emotional responses. Several
other datasets were presented, predominantly
containing popular music, while some also included non-mainstream music (e.g.: [39, 7]).
The multi-modal Moodo dataset was proposed by Pesek et al. [27]. It overcomes several drawbacks of the existing datasets and additionally enhances the auditory modality with
visual information and extensive information on
the users.

Gathering the Moodo Dataset

The dataset was gathered through a survey,
which was conducted online in three parts.
In the first part, the participants provided the following basic demographic data:
age, gender, native language and area of living (city/rural area). Additionally, they were
asked about their musical experience and taste,
specifically the number of years of music education, experience with playing an instrument,
amount of time listening to music per day and
their preferred music genres.
In part two of the survey, the participants
were asked to provide ratings of their current
mood and emotions, and their perception of
individual emotions and associated colors. The
participants were first asked to report their current mood and emotions in the valence-arousal
space [28], and to associate their current mood
with a color. Next, the participants were asked
to describe their current mood using a continuous emotion annotation interface called the
MoodStripe [25]. In this way, they rated their
mood by placing labels for 17 emotions onto
a continuous axis spanning from complete absence to total presence of the positioned emotion. Finally, the participants were asked to
select a color representing each of the 17 emotions, and to place the emotion labels onto a 2dimensional valence-arousal space of the MoodGraph interface [23]. The MoodGraph is a hybrid emotion annotation model that combines
the properties of discrete and dimensional models by integrating multiple-category annotations
with the dimensionality of the valence-arousal
space. The model allows draggable actions, enabling the user to position the labels within the
continuous space using a mouse.
In the third part of the survey, the participants’ emotional and color responses to music
were gathered. A set of 200 music excerpts,
each 15 seconds long, was selected for the task:
80 excerpts from the free online music service
Jamendo, distributed across a variety of music
genres, another 80 excerpts from the film music dataset [7], 20 excerpts from a collection
of Slovenian folk songs, and 20 excerpts from a
contemporary electro-acoustic music collection.
The participants were asked to provide the
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following information about 10 randomly chosen music excerpts from the dataset: a color
best reflecting the excerpt; any number (minimally one) of emotion labels that best represent
the perceived emotions of the music excerpt (by
dragging them onto the valence-arousal space
in the MoodGraph interface); and any number (minimally one) of emotion labels that best
represent the induced emotions of the music
excerpt (by dragging them onto the valencearousal space in the MoodGraph interface).
The dataset and its visualization is publicly
available1 . It includes the 200 song excerpts,
contextual data for 741 participants and 7000
responses to music excerpts (each consisting of
one or more perceived and induced emotion labels, positioned in the valence-arousal space,
accompanied by the selected color). Additionally, annotations of all songs by a musicological
expert are provided, including rhythm, tempo,
tunefulness, dynamics, beats per minute, mode,
harmonic complexity, consonance and metrum.

Based on our previous studies of the Moodo
dataset, there is a clear distinction between the
valence-arousal positions and chosen colors of
emotions in different music contexts. Figures 2
and 3 show valence-arousal ratings and colors
for a set of emotion labels describing induced
emotions in folk and electro-acoustic contexts.
As shown in these Figures, the context significantly influences the chosen colors and valencearousal positions.
Analysis of responses shows that users rate
induced emotions in both non-mainstream genres quite differently. In folk music (Figure 2),
the light green and blue hues dominate the dark
blue and black colors in all emotion graphs,
except for fear and sadness, where the dark
blue and red hues prevail. Fear and anger also
share similar distributions in the valence-arousal
space. Sadness is dominated by light and dark
blue colors. Responses to electro-acoustic music (Figure 3) are mostly dark (gray, dark red
and blue hues prevail). Fear and anger share
both dark colors and valence-arousal distributions. Fear is also more frequently labelled in
the Electro-acoustic collection. In mainstream
genres (Figure 4), emotions are on average
positioned closer to the electro-acoustic works
than to folk songs.
Table 1 contains average valence-arousal
ratings for the selected music styles in addition
to ratings in the non-music context, and average values across the whole Moodo dataset.
The averages confirm our observations of Figures 2 and 3. Anger and fear have significantly smaller negative valence for folk songs
when compared to electro-acoustic music, and
are significantly less exciting according to the
arousal dimension. Happiness is perceived as
more positive (valence dimension) in folk songs,
but not significantly different in the arousal position. On the contrary, relaxation is perceived
a significantly more exciting (arousal position)
in folk songs.

3. Analysis of Responses to
Non-Mainstream Music
A thorough analysis of the Moodo dataset was
conducted by Pesek et al. [27], where an analysis of responses to popular and film music
excerpts is provided. In this paper, we focus
on the analysis of responses to the two nonmainstream music styles.
The set of Slovenian folk songs includes
20 music excerpts. The songs are part of the
Slovenian oral folk song tradition, and were
as such transferred and changed through generations, their renditions preserved on ethnomusicological field recordings. The songs are
mostly melodic with a clear rhythm and contain
one or more singers and accompanying instruments. The set of electro-acoustic works contains 20 music excerpts, generated through the
use of computers, typically avoiding Western
music rules and patterns. An analysis of musicological annotations of both subsets shows
significant differences in their harmonic complexity and tunefulness in comparison to the
mainstream music genres (Figure 1).
1

Differences in Perception of Emotions and
Colors

http://moodo.musiclab.si
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Figure 1: A comparison of electro-acoustic, folk and mainstream (Jamendo) collections with respect
to tunefulness and harmonic complexity on a scale from 1¸to 7. Tunefulness reflects the melodic
aspects of an excerpt, which is high for folk songs and low for electro-acoustic works. Harmonic
complexity is naturally low for folk songs and can vary from extremely complex to simple or even
absent (N/A ) in electro-acoustic works. The mainstream collection (Jamendo) consists of a variety
of music genres and shows mostly above average tunefulness and low harmonic complexity.
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Figure 2: Emotion labels and their positions in the valence-arousal space for emotions induced by folk
music. The colors associated with each emotion are also shown. There is a clear difference in color
vividness and brightness when compared to the electro-acoustic collection in Figure 3. Moreover,
the average valence-arousal ratings change significantly especially with negative emotions (e.g. fear,
anger ).
4. Discussion

previously thoroughly explored on this dataset
and concurs with other research (e.g. [20, 21]).

The differences in perception of emotions in
the non-music and music contexts have been
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Figure 3: Emotion labels and their positions in the valence-arousal space for emotions induced by
electro-acoustic music. The colors associated with each emotion are also shown. The selected colors
are darker when compared to the folk song excerpts. ’Negative’ emotions are prevalent (e.g anger,
fear, but not sadness), ’positive’ emotions are less common (e.g. happiness).
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Figure 4: Emotion labels and their positions in the valence-arousal space for emotions induced by
mainstream music. The colors associated with each emotion are also shown. The valence-arousal
distributions are more similar to electro-acoustic works in comparison to folk music. There are
significantly more points on the graphs due to a higher numbers of excerpts in these collections.
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Table 1: A comparison of valence-arousal ratings (each component separately) for perception of
emotions in non-music context, music context across the Moodo dataset, and separately for folk
songs and electro-acoustic works.
Non-music context
Music context overall
µ(V ) µ(A) σ(V ) σ(A) µ(V ) µ(A) σ(V ) σ(A)
Anger
-0.68 0.57 0.26 0.47 -0.41 0.34 0.42 0.49
Joy
0.69 0.51 0.26 0.33
0.49 0.52 0.30 0.34
Happiness 0.75 0.31 0.26 0.46
0.53 0.48 0.31 0.37
Fear
-0.75 0.22 0.24 0.54 -0.45 0.31 0.41 0.45
Sadness
-0.76 -0.33 0.22 0.48 -0.37 0.04 0.45 0.48
Relaxation 0.67 -0.16 0.32 0.50
0.44 0.24 0.34 0.48

Anger
Joy
Happiness
Fear
Sadness
Relaxation

µ(V )
-0.37
0.47
0.49
-0.18
-0.41
0.43

Folk songs
µ(A) σ(V )
0.16 0.47
0.53 0.30
0.49 0.34
0.18 0.51
0.00 0.43
0.33 0.36

σ(A)
0.50
0.33
0.40
0.49
0.51
0.45

Electro-acoustic music
µ(V ) µ(A) σ(V ) σ(A)
-0.57 0.43 0.38 0.48
0.40 0.45 0.31 0.38
0.27 0.41 0.44 0.31
-0.48 0.46 0.45 0.40
-0.45 -0.05 0.33 0.52
0.35 0.16 0.37 0.55

content naturally influences the users’ perception of a specific song. However, the visual
and affective perception is significantly biased
by the music style in the non-mainstream collections.

In this study we focused on relations between
induced emotions and colors, mediated by the
music context by looking at two different music styles. The analysis unveiled significant differences in the users’ perception of emotions
on several layers. First, the distribution of
emotions varies between both collections—folk
songs induce more positive emotions, such as
joy and happiness, when compared to electroacoustic music. Second, listeners’ perception
of positions of emotion labels in the valencearousal space is different over both styles. Second, the neutral emotions are considered more
positive for folk songs, and third, the choice of
colors differs, as discussed in Section 3.
When deciding on the musical contents of
the Moodo dataset, care was taken to uniformly
distribute excerpts of different music styles.
The dataset thus contains a range of different mainstream genres, from metal to classical
music. Similarly, the folk songs and electroacoustic works contain excerpts from different
performers and composers, varying in topics,
tunes, instruments etc. This analysis therefore
reveals interesting patterns in users’ perception
which differ between the music styles included
in the dataset. The harmonic, melodic or lyric

5. Conclusions
In this paper we analyzed users’ emotional
responses to two non-mainstream music collections included in the Moodo dataset, the
Slovenian folk song collection and the electroacoustic music collection. We explored the perception of emotions and colors in these two
collections, which unveiled a strong influence
of the non-mainstream style on the frequency
of induced emotions, their valence-arousal positions and the corresponding colors. An analysis
of the data, similar to the one presented in this
paper, could also be replicated on mainstream
genres. However, the Jamendo collection in the
Moodo dataset contains 80 songs in 20 genres,
resolving in very small subsets of songs, from
which strong conclusions are difficult to make.
The research in the affective MIR can significantly influence future development of music recommender systems. Further analysis of
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emotional processing and interactions between
visual and auditory modalities will help tackle
a number of challenges, such as better user interfaces and consequently improved user experience in user-aware systems. Music recommendation is not the only topic which deals with
the auditory and visual perception in interfaces.
There is as a variety of action-related scenarios,
which play an important role in most information systems, for example, the auditory supporting notifications in user actions and event occurrences in most information systems in everyday use. In our view, an immediate step towards the improvement of the interfaces lays
in the annotated multi-modal datasets. Until
recently, the lack of such datasets posed a significant obstacle. Consequently, the information systems development largely ignored the
importance of the interfaces, especially in the
auditory domain. We have shown, the Moodo
dataset can offer significant insights into the
multi-modal interrelations and can aid tackling
these challenges in the future.
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Application of Algorithms and Machine
Learning Methods in Pharmaceutical
Manufacture
Klemenčič, Janja and Mihelič, Jurij

ucts with global and local standards. In the
last two decades, regulatory bodies have emphasized the importance of quality of medicines
as well as manufacturing processes.
A so-called concept of Quality by Design
(QbD) was born in the early 2000s when the
U.S. health authority Food and Drug Administration (FDA) released the following document: “Pharmaceutical cGMPs for the 21st
century – a risk-based approach” (cGMP: current Good Manufacturing Practice) [6]. The
QbD notion advises pharmaceutical industry to
develop products with quality built in the product rather than end test the quality. Following QbD approach ultimately enables pharmaceutical industries to implement stringent International Conference of Harmonisation (ICH)
requirements about quality of the product detailed in Q8 – Pharmaceutical Development
[16], Q9 – Quality Risk Assessment [14] and
Q10 – Pharmaceutical Quality System [15].
QbD initiative includes the following recommendations outlined by FDA and ICH and in
recent years other regulatory authorities and industry experts [10, 11, 12, 21]:

Abstract: Extensive research in the area
of pharmaceutical manufacture control is aiming to result in innovative solutions for superior
control over processes and essentially improved
final product quality. Currently, these innovations mainly include introduction of process
analytical technology (PAT). There are several
limitations linked with the use of PAT, most
obvious being complexity, high initial investment and requirement of experimental batches.
Process-related data on the other hand is already available but not used for gaining knowledge to control a process. Advances in data
science, data mining in particular, show a potential to apply selected algorithms for better
understanding of processes using only available
historical process data, rather than experimental batches.
Index Terms: process, pharmaceutical industry, quality control, process analytical technology, data mining, algorithm

1. Introduction
harmaceutical industry has long been

P known for its advances in science and high

level of innovation. It is the industry that
brings new life-saving products to patients and
enables better quality of life. For that same
reason it is also the industry with one of the
strictest regulations over its products. Regulatory agencies in every country are supervising
quality and compliance of pharmaceutical prod-

• Design of efficient manufacturing process;
• Scientific understanding of how process
affects product performance and properties;
• Risk assessment approaches;
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• Adaptation of real-time scientific knowledge by regulatory authorities;
• Continuous product and process verification.
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Proposed ideas for the future research at
the end of this review may be described by combination of idea generation approaches as presented in [2] with the focus on Mendeleyevization method (identifying gaps in the research)
and cross-disciplinarization method (applying
and expanding known computer science concepts to pharmaceutical manufacture environment).
The first part of the review will introduce
PAT advances and its application in controlling
pharmaceutical processes. The aim is to show
the reader what the benefits of this technology are as well as why have there been so few
successful PAT applications in pharmaceutical
manufacturing environment. Next, data mining methods will be explored and their most
pronounced attempts of application in the manufacture environment. Finally, a critical assessment for future research in the area of data
science innovations applied to pharmaceutical
industry manufacture will be made.

In parallel with QbD a so-called Process Analytical Technology (PAT) framework has been
promoted by FDA [6, 9]. It encourages industry to make a use of new available technologies and innovative approaches for better
control over product and manufacturing processes. Instrumentation such as Near Infrared
(NIR), Raman, Focused Beam Reflection Measurement (FBRM) and other instruments have
been shown to be applicable for use in production environment [1, 4, 17]. These instruments
gather product related information and may be
used for better control of processes, detecting
process end points and measuring or predicting
quality of the product.
The industry has not however exploited possibilities data science, specifically, data mining
innovations could bring. Pharmaceutical manufacture environment is equipped with numerous
data gathering sensors that collect:
• Process related parameters: air flows,
flow rates, temperatures, pressures, air
humidity, rotating and mixing speeds
etc.;

2. Process Analytical Technology
FDA promoted the concept of PAT in parallel
with QbD initiative [6]. The intent was to encourage industry experts to use innovative technologies that could bring better control over
processes.

• Equipment related parameters: power,
voltage, energy, temperatures, valve
openings etc.;
• Product related parameters: end product
parameters measured in laboratories or
in-process product information gathered
by PAT equipment.
Data is being collected for every batch at a
pre-defined frequency (e.g. every 5 seconds)
for all available parameters at every process
step. This data is being accumulated and used
in cases where deviation from product quality
has been observed. In most cases, however this
type of data is not being evaluated or used for
gaining knowledge about processes or products.
Historical process and equipment data therefore
sits in huge data warehouses not being used for
any analysis or advances in product quality.
This review will introduce available methodologies and approaches in securing quality of
the product. The focus will be on limitations
in each scientific area and recognising gaps in
the research.

Figure 1: Pre-processed (wavelength selection,
Standard Normal Variate and 1st derivative)
NIR signal output, i.e. normalized absorption
spectra.
Instruments like NIR, Raman and FBRM
are appropriate for use in production environ-
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ment because they essentially represent an additional sensor brought to production, brought
to the process. These kind of sensors are capable of collecting product related information instead of process information compared to standard equipment-linked sensors.
PAT instruments collect chemical, physical
and even biological product characteristics during the actual manufacturing process [19]. This
data is recorded in a form of spectra, images,
particle size distributions and similar (see Figure 1 for an example of NIR sensor output).
The actual information of interest needs to
be further extracted from the initial instrument
output. Gathering product related information
that is understandable to humans is only possible by coupling these instrument outputs with
suitable reference analytical method (usually
laboratory based).

performed by applying linear regression statistical methods, such as Partial Least Squares
(PLS). A correlation between PAT output and
reference method results in a product characteristic of interest that is available in real-time
during the process [5] (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Prediction model output that is understandable to humans; product moisture information in real-time.
The advantage of implementing PAT instrument is therefore obvious; product information
that is usually only available after timely laboratory testing of the end-product may be available at a chosen point during the manufacturing process. The latter could result in reduced
end-quality testing or better control of the process if the product characteristic would be used
to stop the process. An example of such application is loss of drying prediction model for
granule drying step [19]. The process is stopped
at the desired granule moisture content available for production operators in real-time during the process (Figure 3).
Despite all the advantages PAT may bring
to pharmaceutical manufacture control as
demonstrated above, it has yet to impress.
Only small number of PAT methods were introduced to the actual pharmaceutical manufacturing environment and have received regulatory approval. What is the reason for limited
use of this innovative technology? The process of getting desired product information (e.g.

Figure 2: An example of correlated reference
method results (moisture analyser) with multivariate PAT signal output – i.e. prediction
model.
Reference analytical method gives an information about product property of interest (e.g.
content of drug in the product, content of water in granules, thickness of coating etc.) which
is than linked with the PAT instrument signal
output [19]. A correlation therefore needs to be
established between absolute product information provided by reference method and PAT instrument output signal [13] (see Figure 2 for an
example of such correlation). Correlation between univariate product information and multivariate instrument signal has been historically
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potentially have an impact on PAT instrument
output. That is, an instrument might pick up
changes made to the product or process which
will impact accuracy of model prediction. That
would mean that additional samples need to be
collected and PAT signal added to prediction
model.
PAT instrumentation therefore does provide
with additional product information during the
production process itself, but it demands a high
initial investment and dedicated team and resources to enable its survival in the industry.
The latter is however not been realized yet since
the benefits of better process understanding
and process control have not outweighed the
above outlined limitations.

granule moisture) in real-time during the manufacture is relatively complex, time-consuming
and costly. High-level overview of the steps required for introduction of PAT equipment for
process monitoring purposes gives an indication
of complexity that limits the use of PAT:
1. PAT instrument needs to be introduced
into highly regulated production environment;
2. IT infrastructure: connection of PAT
equipment with data collection systems;
3. Data collection: acquiring PAT instrument signals together with product sample collection during production;
4. Off-line analysis: laboratory analysis of
collected product samples by selected reference method;

3. Data Mining Applications
Data science area has been researched for
longer than PAT or QbD initiatives described
above. Extracting knowledge from available
data is something statistics has been dealing
with for the past century [20]. In the era of data
warehouses however, more advanced data science approaches than basic statistics, need to
be employed, to gain understanding from available data.
Data mining could be interpreted as solving
problems by analysing data that already exists
in databases [7]. The main goal of this exciting, fast evolving, data science field is extraction of knowledge from large databases and presenting it in a form understandable to humans
[18]. The advantage of such methods is in using existing data, i.e. data collected in manufacturing environment (process and equipment)
rather than being required to produce specifically designed production batches and do extensive laboratory testing. Instead of development
batches therefore a historical datasets may be
used. An overview of data mining steps is as
follows [18]:

5. Providing dataset variability: collection
of high number of samples to capture normal variability in production environment
(i.e. variation of raw material properties, process parameters within registered
ranges, environmental variation, etc.);
6. Data analysis: correlation of univariate
reference method result with corresponding multivariate PAT instrument output;
7. Model development: PAT signal preprocessing and multivariate regression
modelling resulting in selected product
characteristic prediction during production;
8. Model validation: consists of collection
of new set of samples, covering the same
variability, analysing them with reference method and finally comparison of
reference method results with predictive
model results.
Besides a very specific expert knowledge, a
very high toll on the industry resources is nonavoidable due to a high number of experimental
batches and laboratory analysis that needs to
be done. Furthermore, such predictive models
need to be constantly monitored and updated
if any change to the product is made. Product changes made during model’s lifecycle will

1. Data acquisition: selection of a dataset
for analysis. Choosing the extent of data
based on the problem to be solved or
knowledge desired to be learned;
2. Data pre-processing: data needs to be
cleaned of potential outliers, attributes
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study treated as individual observations. Authors have applied decision tree algorithms as
the basis for rule construction. Initial decision
trees have over-fitted relatively small data set.
Human experts have then been used to eliminate unreliable decision trees leaving only a
small number or remaining decision trees that
were finally used for rule construction. Rules
were than in the last step combined into a single product classifier that is understandable to
human. At each processing stage researchers
have assumed an expert operator being able to
make a sound decision based on ML class output from a previous process stage.
The main limitation of this approach is a
very small data set used by researchers, i.e.
only 29 batches. Furthermore, only single data
points per attribute per batch were considered
rather than highly informative dynamic process
data trends [3]. Lastly, data has been gathered by producing development or specifically
designed batches that do not possess true production variability which is essential for high
enough accuracy of such methods.
It would be more advantageous to see an
attempt in applying explored algorithms on the
actual process data (i.e. dynamic data) for selection of historical production batches.

need to be reduced based on dependency
calculations and finally clustering of data
is often required for more efficient data
mining outputs in order to deal with data
classes rather than continuous numeric
values;
3. Choosing data mining / analysis task and
applying appropriate algorithms based on
the type of data being handled and
amount of prior knowledge about the
data, e.g. decision rules generation based
on obtained classes;
4. Validation of data learning process employed and presentation of the result [18].
3.1

Decision Trees

Industry experts have already recognised the
possible benefit of process related data that is
being collected but not necessarily used to its
fullest potential. Introduction of PAT instrumentation as explained above essentially brings
an additional sensor to production. The sensor
that records product not process parameters or
equipment indicators. Output process parameters will however depend on product behaviour
during the manufacture and will therefore be informative of product’s characteristics at a specific stage during the process. The fact that
pharmaceutical process data can be highly informative of a product characteristics has been
used to some extent in machine learning (ML)
application attempts. Widely used ML methods are employing decision trees (generated via
symbolic inductive algorithms) where branches’
nodes represent a choice between options and
leaf nodes represent a decision or a classification [20].
Gams et.al. [8] has researched integration of selected machine learning methods with
human decision making on an example of
multi-stage pharmaceutical manufacture process. Application of machine learning algorithm
was made on the collection of 29 batches, each
consisting of 71 attributes that have been reduced down to 54 in the pre-processing stage.
Attribute data used is however not process
data, meaning only one value per attribute per
batch is available. Batches are therefore in this

3.2

Rule Generation

Using decision rules is another well explored
way of extracting knowledge from the data. A
structure of IF portion where the inputs are
found and THEN portion where the outputs are
found is employed in this data mining approach
[20, 18]. Algorithm consists of defining sets on
pre-processed (classified) data first, than determining their equivalence classes and calculation
of corresponding intersections between classes.
Finally, decision rules are generated and evaluated by calculation of parameters that indicate
the strength and accuracy of each rule [20, 7].
Sadoyan et. al. [18] has applied rough sets
(RS) approach to spray tooling manufacturing
process (not related to pharmaceutical industry but shows a good use of RS algorithm).
A set of desired tooling output characteristics
were identified and based on the prior knowledge a process parameter target range for two
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understanding or control. Although advances
have been obvious in the field of data science,
i.e. data mining and using appropriate algorithms to gain knowledge, the transition has
not yet been apparent in pharmaceutical industry, namely manufacturing environment. Main
challenge is dealing with dynamic data, potentially incomplete data (i.e. important process
feature may not be recorded) and often highly
correlated variables within one process stage,
whereas many data mining tools assume variables are independent of each other. By utilising algorithms available, data mining tools and
combination of statistics, the available process
data would become more informative. It could
tell the industry experts more details about processes; e.g. how do process phases correlate
with critical quality attributes and predict final
product quality.
The question is: Why has there been so little research in the area of applying innovative
data mining algorithms to (pharmaceutical)
manufacture compared to other (e.g. biochemistry) fields? Is it because of smaller datasets
available compared to genomics; less interest
due to rigid pharmaceutical environment; lack
of experts with combined knowledge of pharmaceutical processes and the awareness of the
power and potential application of correct combination of algorithms may have? Combination
of all. Experts in the industry are slowly recognising the power collected process and product
data can have if utilised to the fullest.
The area requires encouragement in the
form of successful application of data mining
methods to actual process data on real product examples. Such work would boost the research and application of data mining methods
in pharmaceutical industry area.

attributes was set. The goal of data mining
algorithm was to define manufacturing process
conditions that will result in the two selected
process attributes in the pre-defined range.
For this study 1200 records was used which
again is a relatively small number compared to
dynamic data available in process science. Preprocessing step included clustering continuous
data sets in classes using k-nearest neighbour
algorithm and attribute reduction for fully dependent variables. Once pre-processing was finished rule generation was proceeded to establish relationships between input and output process parameters. The strongest and most reliable rules that present in turn least complexity
for manufacturing process control are then selected.
The method presented in this paper has
shown potential in controlling manufacturing
process where knowledge of process parameter
outputs and product quality is fully established.
Applying the same method on dynamic process
data would present a further challenge as would
including considerably higher number of observations.
4. Conclusion
Pharmaceutical industry has made a lot of effort to bring quality of their products and processes to the highest standards. The latter
includes improved control over manufacturing
processes and improved knowledge of developed
products.
Health authorities have encouraged industry experts to use advanced technologies for
superior control over processes and improved
quality of end products which led to increased
research in the area of PAT methodologies and
their applications in pharmaceutical environment. One obvious limitation of these methods is high complexity in bringing them in production and making a validated and reliable
product measurement as well as its continuous
maintenance and unpredicted response on product and process changes.
Another approach to improve process control is by gaining knowledge from existing dynamic process data that has been collected for
decades but not utilised for improved process
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Analysis of Maze Generating Algorithms
Gabrovšek, Peter

We describe and analyse six maze generating algorithms. Our algorithms are originally
used in graph theory [14, 15]. By using specialisation method [3] we implemented them
to generate mazes. We generate mazes which
are represented as trees only. Our focus is on
2D and planar mazes that do not contain overpasses.
We devise four different agents that walk
across the mazes to help us analyse the difficulty of each maze type. They tell us the number of steps they make from the beginning to
the end as well as the number of visited intersections and dead ends.
Finally, we analyse the relation between
properties of mazes and attributes that agents
provide us with. Final goal is to determine
which algorithms are giving us the most difficult
mazes.
In entertainment as well as psychology the
levels of difficulty can be used for generating
mazes for different user groups.
In the next section we describe six maze
generating algorithms. In section 3 we establish
the maze solving agents and their properties.
In section 4 we analyse mazes and present the
results. In section 5 we conclude the paper.

Abstract: In this paper our main goal is
to rank different maze generating algorithms
according to the difficulty of the generated
mazes. Following our main goal we implement
and analyse six algorithms. For the purpose of
evaluating and ranking maze generating algorithms we devise four agents which solve mazes
and report the results. To assess the level of
difficulty of a maze we inspect several features
such as number of visited intersections, dead
ends, and overall steps of the agents. According to agents performances we rank maze generating algorithms. The best performing algorithms are derived from algorithms for finding
uniform spanning trees in graphs.
Index Terms: assessment, difficulty, generator , labyrinth, maze.

1. Introduction
Mazes are closely related to labyrinths which
have been known since ancient times. Usually
they were build with naturally occurring materials. Originally they have had spiritual connotation [8]. Their later purpose was mainly amusement. In the modern times mazes became intriguing for scientists, especially for mathematicians.
Mazes are used in various fields. Besides
entertainment purposes, mazes are also used in
psychology studies [9, 13] of human and animal behaviour to determine space awareness
and also intelligence. Among others, mazes can
be used in physics, for example in study of crystal structures [4].
There are many maze generating algorithms
[2, 7] but hardly anyone considered checking
their level of difficulty and complexity.

2. Generating Mazes
Let us first explain the data structure that we
are using to represent maze. We start with the
square1 grid graph. Initially, all the edges (connections) represent walls. The algorithms convert specific walls into passages. After the algorithms do their job, the subgraph made out of
passages represent a tree-like structured maze.
In general mazes can contain loops, overpasses,
etc., but we focused on simple ones.

Manuscript received Dec, 2017.
The author is with the Faculty of Computer and
Information Science, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia
(e-mail: peter.gabrovsek@fri.uni-lj.si).

1
All analysed mazes that are square, but for the space
saving and aesthetic reasons figures show rectangular
mazes.
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2.2

Every maze has properties which we use
in the analysis, such as size, number of intersections, number of branches, average branch
length and length of the dead ends (branches
that do not split further).

Aldous-Broder Algorithm (AB)

Aldous-Broder [14] uses random walk until all
vertices are visited. During the walk, suitable
connections between the vertices are created
(under certain criteria). This algorithm is originally used to find uniform spanning tree [1] in
the graph.
To implement AB we mark starting vertex
v as visited and repeat the following steps:

2.1 Recursive Backtracking (RB)
Firstly, we implement depth-first search (DFS)
algorithm also called backtracking [12]. Main
idea of DFS is to go forward as much as possible, then backtrack to the first branch that
has unvisited paths and repeat until everything
is searched. We use randomised DFS to obtain random (non-trivial) mazes. Basic implementation of DFS uses recursion. However, we
implemented it using an explicit stack to avoid
stack overflow error caused by large mazes having long paths.
To generate the maze we mark the starting
vertex v as visited, push it on the stack and
then repeat the following until the stack is not
empty:

1. Choose a random neighbour u of v (not
necessarily unvisited).
2. If u is not visited visit it, and connect it
with v.
3. Set v as u.
The Aldous-Broder algorithm is very simple to implement. The simplicity contributes
to its relatively high running-time performance,
at least for the sizes of the mazes in our analysis.
The maze generated with AB is shown in
Figure 2.

1. Pop the vertex v from the stack.
2. Choose random unvisited neighbour u of
v.
3. Visit u.
4. Connect u and v.
5. Push u on the stack.
The maze generated with RB is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 2: A maze generated with AldousBroder algorithm.
2.3

Wilson’s Algorithm (W)

Wilson’s algorithm is originally used to find a
uniform spanning tree in the graph [14]. The
algorithm is very similar to Aldous-Broder with
slightly better asymptotic time-complexity in
theory. In practice Wilson turns out to be
slower because it uses dictionaries unlike the
Aldous-Broder, which uses only arrays.

Figure 1: A maze generated with Recursive
backtracking algorithm.
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When implementing W, we firstly initialise
dictionary d, choose random vertex v0 , visit it,
and repeat the following steps:

2. Connect v with random visited neighbour.
3. Add unvisited neighbours of v to f .

1. Choose random unvisited vertex w

The maze generated with P is shown in Figure 4.

2. Repeat until we find a visited vertex:
Choose a random neighbour u of w and
put the following entry in the dictionary:
d[w] = u. Remember u as w (w = u).
NOTE: Do not visit any vertex yet!
3. With the help of d, we visit and connect
vertices from w to v0 (repeat: visit w,
connect w and d[w], w = d[w]).
The last step of the procedure may look confusing, but the dictionary d automatically takes
care of finding the path from w to v0 .
The maze generated with W is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 4: A maze generated with Prim’s algorithm.
2.5

Hunt and Kill (HK)

Hunt and Kill algorithm uses the idea of the
recursive backtrack but it starts from a random
unvisited vertex whenever hits the dead end.
It does not backtrack to the last vertex with
unvisited neighbours.
To implement HK we choose random vertex
v, mark it as visited, and repeat the following
steps until all vertices are visited:
Figure 3: A maze generated with Wilson’s algorithm.

1. If v has unvisited neighbours, choose one
(u), visit it and connect v and u.
2. Find and visit unvisited vertex v which
has a visited neighbour u, connect u and
v, and remember u as v (v = u).

2.4 Prim’s Algorithm (P)
Prim’s algorithm is derived from randomised
breadth-first search (BFS). The basic algorithm
is used to search for a minimum spanning tree
in a graph [5]. This algorithm creates a lot of
short dead ends, which leads to high miss rate
of agents but not for humans.
To implement P we first initialise the set f
(frontier), add a random vertex v from f , and
mark v as visited. While f is not empty, repeat:

The maze generated with HK is shown in
Figure 5.
2.6

Kruskal’s Algorithm (K)

The Kruskal’s algorithm is originally used to
find minimum spanning tree in a graph [15].
This is the most complex algorithm to implement out of all considered algorithms in this paper thus it leads to high time complexity. With
algorithm optimisation and tuning techniques

1. Choose random vertex v from f and remove it from f .
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analyse the difficulty of the mazes. These attributes are:
• number of steps needed from the beginning to the end of the maze,
• number of visited cells,
• number of visited intersections,
• number of visited dead ends.
3.1

Figure 5: A maze generated with Hunt and Kill
algorithm.

Random Walk (RW) Agent

The agent walks randomly from a vertex to its
random neighbour until it gets to the end of
the maze.
In particular, when located in a node, an
agent selects a neighbouring node uniformly at
random and moves into it. It repeats this procedure until it finds the end.

we could improve the time-performance of this
algorithm.
To implement K we set unique label to every vertex. We get a set E of all possible connections (edges) among neighbouring vertices.
Repeat until E is not empty:

3.2

1. Choose random edge e and remove it
from E.

Depth First Search (DFS) Agent

This agent walks as far as it can until it hits
a dead end. The agent then backtracks to the
first node with unvisited neighbours. It keeps
repeating the walk, until it comes to the end
of the maze. The precedence of agent’s turns
at intersections are manually predefined: east,
south, west, north.

2. If vertices u, v ∈ e have different labels
(lu , lv ), connect u and v, and give label
lu to all vertices with label lv .
The maze generated with K is shown in Figure 6.

3.3

Heuristic Depth First Search (HDFS)
Agent

Similar to the DFS agent, but selects the preferred directions with a simple heuristic. In particular neighbours with lower Manhattan distance to the end of the maze are preferred.
3.4

Breadth First Search (BFS) Agent

This agent uses the idea of BFS [6] to solve
the maze but instead of the queue to visit the
nodes the agent first visits the nodes closest to
the end of the maze. This agent resembles a
human solver which can freely jump from one
path to another (at least when solving printed
mazes).

Figure 6: A maze generated with Kruskal’s algorithm.

3. Solving Agents
Agents help us understand how difficult a particular maze is to solve. Agents produce various attributes of mazes with which we will later
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4. Analysis and Results

• On the other hand we have AldousBroder algorithm which is surprisingly
fast. It is simple and uses primitives instead of higher data structures.

In this section we analyse the difficulty of the
mazes constructed by the above six generating
algorithms. We analyse properties of mazes and
results of solving agents to determine difficulty
of mazes. For the sake of completeness we also
experimentally analyse the time performance of
algorithms.
4.1

4.2

Maze Properties

To analyse the difficulty of a maze, we consider
the following properties:
• size s,

Maze Generating Time

• number of intersections ni ; intersections
are vertices with more than two neighbours,

We did not make a formal analysis of time complexity of algorithms but an experimental one.
Our goal was not the perfect implementation
of algorithms but the quality of the results that
they produce. Hence the lack of focus on the
analysis of time complexity.
We analyse the execution time of maze generating algorithms with respect to the maze
size. We did not bother to consider the number of nodes of the maze which would be a true
measure. We used only the length of the side of
the square grid graph because we are interested
in relations among performances of different algorithms. The result is shown in Figure 7.

• number of dead ends nde ; dead ends are
vertices with only one neighbour.
The bigger ni the more difficult is the maze.
The same goes for dead ends.
We generated 1000 mazes (of size 100 ×
100) of each type, calculated the number of intersections and dead ends. The average results
are shown in Table 1.
algorithm
Prim
Kruskal
Aldous-Broder
Wilson
Hunt and Kill
Recursive Backtrack

ni
2946
2654
2577
2576
920
869

nde
3559
3058
2933
2932
939
898

rank
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 1: Average number of intersections and
dead ends of the mazes.
Table 1 indicates that certain mazes generated with similar algorithms behave similarly.
In particular Aldous-Broder and Wilson have
practically the same number of intersections
and dead ends. They both originate from algorithms for finding uniform spanning tree.
Hunt and Kill and Recursive backtrack also
stand out, they have notably smaller values of
ni and nde than other mazes. These algorithms
originate from DFS.
Another pair of algorithms is Kruskal and
Prim. They originate from minimum spanning
tree algorithms but do not have such distinct
property values as other two groups.
Larger number of intersections and dead
ends means more difficult maze one can deviate

Figure 7: Running time of the maze generating
algorithms with respect to the maze size.
Some algorithms stand out performancewise. They are either exceptionally slower or
faster than we would expect:
• Kruskal is the slowest.
• Wilson is very naive with random behaviour which makes it slow, again.
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from a correct path easily. Prim and Kruskal
perform best in this case.

4.3.2

Next, we analyse how many intersections
agents visit. The more intersections that an
agent visits the better chance to miss the right
path. Hence, the generating algorithm is more
difficult.

4.3 Agent Performance
Maze solving agents give us another set of maze
properties:
• number of steps s that agent needed to
get from the beginning to the end,

AB
W
K
P
HK
RB

• number of visited intersections iv ,
• number of visited dead ends dev .
4.3.1 Number of Steps

RW
7.3M
4.3M
4.3M
9.1M
4.0M
2.3M

DFS
5.3k
7.1k
7.2k
2.2k
6.8k
5.6k

HDFS
13.3k
12.6k
12.4k
14.7k
12.5k
15.4k

BFS
3.5k
3.1k
3.0k
2.7k
2.8k
1.7k

DFS
2.9k
2.9k
2.9k
2.7k
750
232

HDFS
5.1k
5.0k
5.2k
7.3k
1.8k
2.0k

BFS
850
844
800
567
337
211

rank
1
2
3
4
5
6

We used the same ranking technique as
in section 4.3.1. Unlike the number of steps,
here Hunt and Kill performs badly. The best
performing algorithms are Aldous-Broder and
Wilson, which original idea is finding uniform
spanning trees in graphs. They are followed by
Kruskal and Prim, etc.

rank
1
2
3
4
5
6

4.3.3

Visited Dead Ends

The last property that we analyse is the number
of dead ends that agents visit on average.

Table 2: Average number of steps needed from
the start to the end.
We ranked maze generating algorithms according to the performances of the maze solving
agents. To rank maze generating algorithms we
devised a simple method. For every algorithm
i we calculated score si :
si =

RW
1.8M
1.7M
1.7M
1.1M
1.0M
1.2M

Table 3: Average number of visited intersections of each agent.

The basic measure is the number of steps an
agent makes from the start to the end. A step
is defined as a transition from a node to the
adjacent node.
HK
AB
W
RB
K
P

Visited Intersections

AB
W
K
P
RB
HK

Ai
max(A)
A∈agents
X

RW
0.6M
0.6M
0.6M
0.4M
0.4M
0.4M

DFS
1023
1035
1030
974
75
249

HDFS
1863
1840
1927
2759
681
626

BFS
823
816
769
535
190
307

rank
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 4: Average number of visited dead ends
of each agent.

where Ai represents value of score of an agent
A for algorithm i, and max(A) represents the
maximum value that the agent scored among all
generating algorithms. According to the score
si we ranked generating algorithms. Algorithm
with the biggest (best) score has rank 1, etc.
According to this scoring Hunt and Kill performs best, as listed in Table 2. It is interesting
that Recursive Backtrack performed the worst
although it is similar to Hunt and Kill.

The ranking in Table 4 is roughly similar to
ranking in Table 3.
5. Discussion
Our goal was to rank the maze generating algorithms from those that generate the most difficult mazes to those that generate the least difficult mazes. We did that with the help of sev-
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maze easily. Therefore the mazes are
generated in a way that suit the solving agents. To substantiate this statement we implemented Recursive Backtracking maze generator that generates
mazes from the end to the beginning,
the opposite of the original. In this case
the agents performed considerably worse.
The number of steps, visited intersections, and visited dead ends were 3 to 7
times higher than at the original Recursive Backtracking mazes. An exception
was HDFS agent which improved its performance.

eral criteria: maze properties and solving agents
performances.
We ranked the algorithms according to the
criteria. The final ranking of difficulty level: For
every measure we ranked algorithms. Finally we
calculated average of all the ranks which gives
us the final order in Table 5.
rank
1
2
3
4
5
6

algorithm
Aldous-Broder
Wilson
Kruskal
Prim
Hunt and Kill
Recursive Backtracking

6. Conclusion

Table 5: Ranking of algorithms by the level of
the difficulty.

In our paper we studied and analysed three different approaches of generating mazes and were
able to rank them by levels of difficulty. Nevertheless all three considered types were somehow kindred since they are used for finding trees
in graphs. In the future it would be useful
to take into the consideration algorithms with
completely different approach [10, 11] and then
compare the results.
As a continuation of our work it would be
worthwhile looking into more complex mazes
such as spatial, braided, overlapping, etc.

Having established the ranking of the algorithms we can now find the properties that distinguish among the various levels of difficulty
of the algorithms.
The number of intersections is correlated
to the difficulty of mazes. More intersections
means that the maze is more difficult, and that
there is more chance to miss the correct path.
The type of the algorithm contributes to the
level of the difficulty:
• Best results are achieved by AldousBroder and Wilson. They originate from
algorithms for finding uniform spanning
trees in graphs. We speculate that agents
have difficulty navigating through the
maze because the paths are unbiased in
any direction.
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Matrix Multiplication: Practical Use of a
Strassen Like Algorithm
Rozman, Mitja and Eleršič, Miha

For matrix A of size m × n and matrix B of
size n × k we can therefore compute matrix C
of size m × k.
Most known matrix multiplication algorithms are derived directly from this definition
and only change the order of addition operations. Examples of this kind of algorithms are
classic and recursive algorithm as well as block
matrix multiplication. They all have asymptotic
time complexity Θ(n3 ) for two square n×n matrices.
There also exist algorithms with sub-cubic
time complexity. These algorithms are of great
theoretical importance but are usually not implemented. Authors who worked on this field
are Strassen [17], Pan [14], Bini [5], Schonhage
[16], Romani [15], Coppersmith [7], Winograd
[7], Stothers [8], Williams [19].
Unfortunately most of the sub-cubic algorithms are very elaborate and sometimes come
with a much larger constant, meaning that even
in theory they would not be faster on practically
sized matrices. This article tries to promote
a Strassen-like algorithm, which is straightforward to understand and fairly simple to implement. We hope to demonstrate its practical
value.
For comparison evaluation of our results we
used uBLAS from the C++ library boost [2]. We
used Boost because of its popularity and ease of
use. Possible alternative libraries are Armadilo
[1], Eigen [3] and Intel Math Kernel Library [4].
During the course of development of the
algorithms presented in this paper we followed
the systematic approach to generation of new
ideas in research in computing [9]. Additionally,
we also followed the process and methods of the
algorithm engineering approach to development
of practically efficient algorithms [6, 12, 13].
In the next section we describe the classi-

Abstract: In this paper we present and experimentally evaluate the performance of several practical algorithms for the matrix multiplication problem. We explain and implement
classical algorithms, recursive algorithms as well
as the Strassen algorithm. Additionally, we also
present and evaluate several code tuning techniques. Our comparison includes our implementations of the algorithms as well as the algorithms from the uBLAS standard library. Finally, we also examine numerical stability of the
algorithms.
Index Terms: matrix multiplication, algorithm, Strassen, experiment, performance

1. Introduction
atrix multiplication is one of the basic operations used in many different
fields such as machine learning, engineering and
physics simulations. This makes implementing
efficient and numerically stable algorithms for
the operation important. In this article we compare different methods of matrix multiplication
and their implementations. The main goal is
to compare execution time of matrix multiplication algorithms when the size of the matrix
grows.
Matrix multiplication is a binary operation
on two matrices A and B resulting in matrix
C = A · B. Each entry in the new matrix is
defined as scalar product of the corresponding
row in the first matrix and the corresponding
column in the second, i.e.,

M

ci,j =

n
X

ai,k bk,j .

k=1
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sulting from better use of the processor cache.

cal matrix multiplication method. In Section 3
we describe the divide and conquer approach
to matrix multiplication. In section 4 we describe the Strassen method of matrix multiplication along with our own method similar to
the Strassen method. In Section 5 we compare
the numerical stability of the implemented algorithms. Finally, in Section 6 we compare the
performance of our implemented algorithms.

16

0

time [s]

The most basic algorithm for matrix multiplication is derived directly from the definition
of matrix multiplication using three for loops.
In this basic algorithm we iterate thorough the
rows of the first matrix and multiply each row
with every column of the second matrix. For
every row and column we compute the sum of
the products of corresponding row and column
entires.

1,000

1,500

2,000
16
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classic
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2. Classical Algorithm
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6
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0
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1,000
n

1,500

0
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Figure 1: Running-time comparison of classic
multiplication algorithms: without (classic) and
with (classicT) transposition.
We can also observe higher variation in the
running times of the non-transposed version.
Although the results may look noisy, running
more tests revealed the variation is consistent.
In Figure 2 we can see the results of running 10
tests for 10 consecutive values of n. We can
see that for each n we get consistent results,
but changing n by one can change the results
significantly.

2.1 Transposed Matrix
The standard way of representing dense matrices in computer memory are two dimensional
arrays. Since the 2D array has to be stored in
memory which is one dimensional, it needs to
be linearized. This can be done in a row-major
order or column-major order [11]. The ordering
has a significant effect on the algorithm performance, because accessing consecutive elements
in memory is faster on modern CPUs because
of caching. However classic multiplication accesses one matrix consecutively by rows and the
other consecutively by columns. Hence, regardless of the order we choose to store the matrices
in, one of the matrices is accessed inefficiently.
Fortunately this can be fixed by transposing
one of the matrices before multiplication. The
question is, whether the overhead of first transposing one of the matrices is larger than the
potential gains of better memory access pattern during multiplication.
In Figure 1 we compare the performance of
Classic algorithm and a version where the second matrix is transposed. From the Figure we
observe that the transposed version is faster.
We can conclude that the overhead of transposing the matrix is lower than the speedup re-

time [s]

5
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1,310

5
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4

3.8

3.8

3.6

3.6

3.4

3.4

3.2

1,300

1,302

1,304

1,306
n

1,308

1,310

3.2

Figure 2: Running-time of untransposed classic
algorithm on consecutive n. Each cross represents one test run without averaging.
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2.2 Implementation with Vectors

Each block can be computed as follows.

For comparison we also implemented the classic
algorithms with a nested vector implementation
in C++ (vector<vector<double>>). This implementation allocates each row of the matrix
separately, and the outer vector stores only references to the rows. In Figure 3 we can see
the same comparison as in Figure 1, but using the nested vector data structure. Again the
transposed version is faster, but this time the
difference is more significant. If we compare
the nested vector implementations to the linearized row-major implementations we observe
that the untransposed classic multiplication is
slower, but the transposed version is not.
40

0

1,000

1,500

30

25

25

20

20

15

15

10

10

5

5

0

C2,1 = A2,1 B1,1 + A2,2 B2,1
C2,2 = A1,2 B1,2 + A2,2 B2,2
Each recursive step reduces the problem size
and eventually the matrices are small enough
that additional recursive steps are no longer optimal and it is more efficient to use the classic algorithm for such matrices. The minimal
size of the matrix for which additional recursive steps are taken is analogous to the block
size in the block algorithm. Additionally, such
scheme also enables straightforward parallelization since the subproblems can be computed by
multiple threads.
Since we use the classic algorithm in the
final stages of recursion, we can also try transposing the matrix first as in Section 2.1. This
can be also written in the form of C = A × X
where X represents transposed matrix B and
× corresponding transposed product. At this
point we write block partition in different style
to avoid confusion with untransposed version of
algorithm. So we can partition matrices A and
X on blocks as

35

30

0

C1,2 = A1,1 B1,2 + A1,2 B2,2

2,000
40

vec_classicT
vec_classic
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time [s]

500

C1,1 = A1,1 B1,1 + A1,2 B2,1

500

1,000
n

1,500

0
2,000

"

#

A1 A2
A=
,
B1 B2

Figure 3: Running-time comparison of classic
multiplication algorithms using a nested vector
implementation: without (vec classic) and with
(vec classicT) transposition.

"

#

X1 X2
X=
.
Y1 Y2

And the resulting matrix C can be computed
as
C1,1 = A1 × X1 + A2 × X2
C1,2 = A1 × Y1 + A2 × Y2
C2,1 = B1 × X1 + B2 × X2

3. Recursive Algorithm

C2,2 = B1 × Y1 + B2 × Y2 .

Matrix multiplication can also be implemented
with a divide and conquer approach[18]. We
divide the matrices from the multiplication C =
AB into four blocks
"

#

"

C1,1 C1,2
A1,1 A1,2
=
C2,1 C2,2
A2,1 A2,2

#"

B1,1 B1,2
B2,1 B2,2

In Figure 4 we compare these two versions. The
blocks now fit in the cache and the gains from
memory access patterns withing blocks are not
as significant as in the completely classical approach.

#
.

3.1

Implementation Details

It is important to note that recursion in this
algorithm is only used to control the flow of
computation. No matrices are copied or created
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and compute sub-matrices of C as

in the recursive step as all operations happen
in-place.
To select the point where the algorithm
switches from recursive to classic multiplication we parametrized the switch point and ran
scripted tests to find the optimal block size.
This number was different across computers.
The computer we used for testing performed
best if the switch to classic algorithm happened
for blocks smaller than 22 in any dimension.
7

0

1,000

1,500

recursiveT
recursive

6

time [s]

500

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

500

C2,1 = M2 + M4
C2,2 = M1 − M2 + M3 + M6
Which yields the same result as the recursive
algorithm. In recursive algorithm we need 8
multiplication of submatrices of A and B but
in the Strassen algorithm we need only 7 multiplications of submatrices of the same size. Additionally, recursive algorithm requires 4 matrix
additions and Strassen requires 12 matrix additions, and 6 matrix subtractions. Since multiplication is asymptotically harder than summation or subtraction this drastically improves the
theoretical time complexity of the strassen algorithm. Strassen showed that his method has
time complexity Θ(nlog2 (7) ) or O(n2.8074 ) [14].

6
5

0

C1,2 = M3 + M5

2,000
7

5

0

C1,1 = M1 + M4 − M5 + M7

1,000
n

1,500

4.1

0
2,000

Transposed Strassen-like Algorithm

Our implementation of a subcubic algorithm
can be derived from recursive transposed algorithm similarly to how the Strassen algorithm can be derived from the recursive algorithm. Since we did the derivation from recursive transposed algorithm on our own, its blocks
are different from the ones in the Strassen algorithm. There exists many Strassen-like algorithms that take the same idea as the Strassen
algorithm, but come up with different block organizations. Our goal was to combine the idea
of transposing one of the matrices before multiplication with the subcubic nature of Strassen
algorithm.
For the transposed recursive multiplication
C = A × X we can define submatrices of C as

Figure 4: Running-time comparison of recrusive
multiplication algorithms: without (recursive)
and with (recursiveT) transposition.

4. Strassen Algorithm
The Strassen algorithm can be derived from the
recursive algorithm, as it is only an additional
idea on the top of the recursive algorithm. The
idea is to get the block matrices of matrix C
with less block products then in the recursive
algorithm i.e., less than 8.
So for recursive multiplication C = AB we
can define auxiliary matrices as

C1,1 = M4 + M5
C1,2 = M2 − M6 + M3 − M5

M1 = (A1,1 + A2,2 )(B1,1 + B2,2 )

C2,1 = M1 − M4 − M3 − M7

M2 = (A2,1 + A2,2 )B1,1

C2,2 = M6 + M7

M3 = A1,1 (B1,2 − B2,2 )

where auxiliary matrices Mi , where i ≤ 7, are

M4 = A2,2 (B2,1 − B1,1 )
M5 = (A1,1 + A1,2 )B2,2
M6 = (A2,1 − A1,1 )(B1,1 + B1,2 )
M7 = (A1,2 − A2,2 )(B2,1 + B2,2 )
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defined as

back to a float and calculated the error estimate
as follows

M1 = (A1 + B1 ) × (X1 + Y1 )

max |(Cblas − Ctest )i,j |.

M2 = (A2 + B2 ) × (X2 + Y2 )

i,j

Here we assume that the result computed with
double precision is correct for all the digits
representable in single precision floating point
numbers.
The results in Figure 6 show that the recursive algorithm is the most numerically stable algorithm, followed by classic algorithm and the
Strassen algorithm. The transposed Strassen
algorithm performs the worst in this test. Although the test shown in Figure 6 shows values
only for one particular pair of random matrices,
testing with different random matrices produces
similar results.

M3 = (A1 − B2 ) × (X2 + Y1 )
M4 = A1 × (X1 − X2 )
M5 = (A2 + A1 ) × X2
M6 = B2 × (Y2 − Y1 )
M7 = (B1 + B2 ) × Y1
In Figure 5 we compare our implementations of
the Strassen algorithm and its recursive counterpart. As with the recursive algorithm the
time gain is not significant. This is because
the algorithms switch to the recursive algorithm
when block size is lower than 96. As before this
threshold was determined experimentally. Since
small blocks fit in the cache, memory access
patterns do not affect performance much.
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Figure 6: Maximum absolute error comparing
single-precision computation for a 2000 × 2000
matrix multiplication with a double-precision
computation on the same matrix.

n

Figure 5: Running-time comparison of Strassen
multiplication algorithms: without (strassen)
and with (strassenT) transposition.

The Classic algorithm is not perfectly numerically stable, because adding arbitrary floating point numbers will usually give some rounding error, which will be proportional to the size
of the result. We can accomplish better results
by applying some smart and expensive numerically stable algorithm like Kahan summation
[10] or using a recursive strategy where we first
sum pair-wise elements of the vector and continue the procedure until only one element remains.
The recursive algorithm’s way of summation is most similar to recursive summation,

5. Numerical Stability
We also compared numerical stability of our
implemented algorithms. For this test we
changed our algorithms to perform calculations using single-precision floating-point arithmetic (float). We generated two random matrices and multiplied them. We also multiplied the same matrices using double-precision
in uBLAS. We then rounded the uBLAS result
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32. As before we determined the optimal block
size experimentally.

however our implementation violates the recursive algorithm scheme by:
• stopping the recursion early and performing the classic multiplication algorithm
for sufficiently small blocks and

6.3

Testing Environment

All our tests were run on a computer with
16 GBs of RAM on Intel’s Core i7-6700HQ
locked to 3.1GHz. The operating system
was Arch Linux using kernel version 4.13.
We used gcc version 7.2.0, with the following compilation flags: -O3 -march=native
-DNDEBUG -DBOOST UBLAS NDEBUG. O3 and
march=native flags enable compiler optimizations. The other two flags disable checking for
errors inside the uBLAS library. Without those
flags the uBLAS library checks the numbers in
the calculation and warns the user if it finds that
the computation is loosing too much precision.
The flags disable this overhead and significantly
improve the performance of uBLAS.
All the compared algorithms used a single
thread of execution and calculated a product of
two n × n randomly generated matrices.

• adding the values from the small blocks
calculated with the classical algorithm directly to the corresponding matrix entries
and not first adding the blocks together
pair-wise.
This two differences both lower the numerical stability compared to a more strictly implemented recursive algorithm.
Strassen and Strassen-like algorithms are
less numerically stable, because if we expand
the formula for one matrix entry we see that
in the Strassen algorithm the formula is much
larger. Some elements are first added and then
subtracted, which reduces numerical stability.
6. Experimental Comparison

6.4

6.1 Implementation
We implemented the algorithms in C++. We
tried to optimize each algorithm as much as
possible. Although all our comparisons were
performed on square matrices we also tested
correctness on non-square matrices. Implementation of our algorithms is available on Github
at https://github.com/mihic/matrixmul.

Results

200

0

time [s]

In order to compare our implementations with
an existing state-of-the-art implementations we
chose uBLAS, the implementation of matrix
multiplication from the Boost library in the C++
programming language. We chose it for its ease
of use and simplicity. Other libraries such as
Eigen [3] or Intel Math Kernel Library [4] are
vigorously optimized in order to be able to use
multiple cores and advanced vector instructions
of modern processors. We chose uBLAS since
our goal was to compare generic optimization
techniques, not specific to particular processor
architecture.
We used the block prod function from
boost::numeric::ublas with a block size of
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Figure 7: Running-time comparison of the
faster version of discussed algorithms, including the uBLAS library for comparison.
In Figure 7 we compare the faster versions of all described algorithms. As expected
transposed classic algorithm is the slowest,
followed by transposed recursive and uBLAS.
Since uBLAS uses a block algorithm we can
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confirm our prediction, that recursive algorithm
should behave similarly to the block multiplication algorithm. The best algorithm in this
comparison is transposed strassen. Although
this was expected for large n, these results show
that the transposed Strassen algorithm is faster
even for smaller n.
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7. Conclusion
We described several practical matrix multiplication methods and discussed their implementation details, numerical stability and performance. We can conclude that the Strassen-like
algorithm does not have a significant constant
hindering its performance for practically sized
matrices. This would suggest that this method
could be implemented even in general purpose
libraries with the only downside being lower numerical stability. The library could provide a
fast Strassen based algorithm and a fall-back
recursive algorithm for cases when numerical
stability is very important.
Our work could be extended to include
processor specific optimizations such as SIMD
(Single Instruction Multiple Data) instructions.
This would enable a comparison of the Strassen
algorithm with highly optimized libraries such
as Eigen or Intel MKL.
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Identifying Differences Between
Human-written and Random Programs
Čibej, Uroš; Robič, Borut and Mihelič, Jurij

(BF), a simple programming language similar to P 00 [1]. Originally, BF was designed
to showcase the design of the simplest possible compiler. But when programmers started
writing increasingly complex BF programs, it
turned out that BF’s underlying computing
model offers—in spite of its simplicity—a surprisingly powerful expression. For this reason
BF has become the most popular representative of the so-called esoteric programming languages
The main goal of the paper is to study the
properties of the programs, which could serve
as a basis for distinguishing between programs
written by humans and programs generated by
some random generating process. The motivation for such study comes from various fields
such as programming language design and theory, compilers, virtual machines, software engineering and analysis [2, 9, 10, 11]. Our directions of research were based on the ideageneration methods in computing [3].
In the next section we present the BF language, its syntax and semantics. We also show
an example of a program and define the program tree notion, which encompass the structure of a BF program. In Section 3 we describe
two collections of BF programs; namely, a set of
human-written programs and a set of random
programs. In Section 4 we present the results
of a comparison between the two sets of programs. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude the
paper.

Abstract: In this article we study the properties of programs written in a simple programming language. In particular, we focus on string
features as well as structural description of the
programs. Our main goal is to clearly show the
differences between human-written programs
and programs that emerge from a random generating process. Such distinct properties can
serve as a guideline for future language design
and/or development of software analysis tools.
Index Terms: human-written programs,
structural properties, random generation, random programs

1. Introduction
xploring simple programming languages
can reveal hidden properties of general programming languages and, consequently, change
the way we program. A notable example is the
research of Böhm and Jacopini [4] who defined
a simple programming language P 00 and, by analyzing it, discovered the Structured Program
Theorem.
The theorem tells us that only conditional
statements and while loops are needed to program an arbitrary algorithm. The discovery motivated Dijkstra to publish his highly influential
paper [6], due to which hardly any present-day
programming language advocates use of goto
statements.
In this paper, we explore the Brainf*ck
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2. Definition of BF
BF is a programming language usually labeled
as esoteric. It was not designed for a general
use; instead, it was meant to serve as a showcase for the smallest possible compiler. But
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< move the tape head one position to the left,

it soon outgrew its original intent after it had
been hijacked by popular culture and programming enthusiasts who used BF to write complex
programs in a very compact form.
In what follows, we first give the syntax and
semantics of the BF language, followed by an
demonstrative example. Finally, we define a
notion of a program tree which represent the
structure of a BF program.

+ increment the content of the current cell by
1 (modulo 256),
− decrement the content of the current cell by
1 (modulo 256),
[. . .] the two brackets enclose a loop, which
is similar to a common while loop encountered in most procedural languages.
At the beginning of the loop (the left
bracket) it is checked whether the current cell contains 0: if it does, the loop is
skipped, otherwise the loop is executed.

2.1 Syntax and Semantics
The BF language has eight symbols, namely
”< ”, ”> ”, ”+ ”, ”- ”, ”[ ”, ”] ”, ”, ”, and ”. ”.
The last two symbols, i.e., ”, ”, and ”. ”, represent the input and output instructions, respectively. Since we are only interested in the
general structure of the program, the input and
output operations are irrelevant in our context;
thus, in our discussion we will omit the two
symbols.
This reduces BF’s instruction set to instructions that are similar to those used in the language P 00 . Thus, a BF program is a string
consisting of the symbols ”< ”, ”> ”, ”+ ”, ”- ”,
”[ ”, and ”] ”, where the latter two are used
to define a loop and must be well-balanced in
a valid BF program (similarly to parentheses in
well-defined arithmetic expressions).
We now define BF programs by an unambiguous context-free grammar. The only variable of this grammar is the starting symbol, P .
The productions are:
P

→

2.2

An example program is given below:
[>+<-]
This simple program adds two numbers in two
adjacent cells (let’s call them c1 and c2 ). The
head is initially on the cell c1 and the final result
is in the cell c2 . The program increases the
content of c2 and decreases c1 until the value
of c1 becomes 0.
Besides the entertaining feature of BF, researchers also found serious applications of it
(see, e.g. [8]). The reason for this is due to
BF’s simplicity, close resemblance to ordinary
Turing machines, and the control-flow programming construct which is common to the majority of modern programming languages.
The experimentation with BF has revealed
a surprising fact that computationally rich programs abound among short programs. Selfinterpreters, compilers, random number generators, and many other complex programs have all
been implemented as short BF programs (with
≤ 1000 instructions).

+ | - | < | >

|

+P | -P | <P | >P

|

[P ] | [P ]P

Example

Notice that we excluded the empty program
and, consequently, also empty loops.
A BF program computes by changing the
content of a tape. The original BF design specified the number of cells on the tape to be
30.000, each cell containing an 8-bit unsigned
integer number. The tape head is positioned
on one cell and it can move left or right and
make small changes to the current cell content.
The instructions introduced above have the following semantics:

2.3

Program Trees

In the following sections we will use a feature of
BF programs that reflects their global structure.
We call it the program tree and for program P
we denote it by T (P ).
The program tree is a flattened derivation
tree that contains only the information relevant
to the loop nesting structure. This tree is obtained from the derivation tree by

> move the tape head one position to the
right,
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P

P

[P]
[P]

P
P

[P]

[P]

P

[P]

[P]

[P]

[P]

P

[P]

[P]

Figure 1: The left image shows the derivation tree of the program [[-<]+][[>]]>[+>>] (considering
only the productions P → [P ] | [P ]P ). On the right is the corresponding program tree T (P ) where
the gray nodes have been merged into the root, thus flattening the right recursion of the sequence
of loops. The nesting depth of this T (P ) is 2.
find 122 such programs. These programs solve
a wide variety of problems, such as computing
Fibonacci numbers, solving Hanoi towers, simulating the Game of Life, and visualizing the
Mandelbrot set. There are also a few universal
Turing machines and so-called quines, i.e., programs that output themselves. Thus, these programs solve a variety of real(istic) problems and
incorporate typical methods of human problemsolving and program structuring.

• considering only the productions
P → [P ] | [P ]P and labeling the
corresponding nodes with either P or
[P ]; and
• merging all the nodes where the right recursion occurs, i.e., merging a node and
its sibling when they are both labeled with
P.
An example of such a transformation is shown
in Figure 1. Observe, how the program tree
structure clearly corresponds to the structure
of the loops in a program.
Definition 2.1 (Nesting depth). The nesting
depth of a program P is the depth (also called
height) of the program tree T (P ), i.e., the
length of the longest path from the root to a
leaf of the tree.
3. Sets of BF Programs
To identify the specifics of human programs, we
will contrast it to a set of randomly generated
programs. Therefore we create two sets:
• a set of real BF programs, and
• a set of randomly generated programs.

Figure 2: The histogram shows the distribution of program sizes in the set of obtained 122
human-written BF programs. The width of a
bin is 200. The rightmost bin contains all the
programs (10 programs) that are larger than
10000 symbols, which were joined in one bin to
reduce the skewness of the chart.

A short description of both sets follows.
3.1

A Set of Real, Human-written Programs

Finding real, i.e., human-written BF programs
is not an easy task; after all, BF is an esoteric language. Nevertheless, we managed to
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From the two groups of programs we select three features that best differentiate random programs from human-written ones. The
first two features represent how humans write
programs ”locally ”: in BF, these are the ratio of loops in a program and the frequency of
2-grams, respectively. The third feature is described by program trees T (P ). Let us examine
these features on the two sets.

The sizes of these programs range from 3
(a trivial BF demonstration) to 53712 instructions (Hanoi towers solver and visualization).
The distribution of program sizes is given in
Figure 2.
3.2 A Set of Random Programs
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#loops/prog. length

0.30

Random programs could be generated through
various processes. One such process could randomly follow the language grammar, resulting
in a valid random program. However, the sample obtained with such a process can be very
biased, i.e., not a valid sample (by uniform distribution) of the set of all programs (of a certain
size).
To overcome this difficulty, we devised a
method for generating BF programs uniformly
at random [5]. This method is used to generate
a set of random programs with the same size
distribution as the set of human written programs, in order to be more easily comparable.
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Although BF programs are simple strings with
little syntactic structure, there are still many
features that can be analyzed. Our goal is to
find a small list of features that (i) best differentiate random programs from human-written
ones and (ii) also have satisfactory explanatory
power. In the search for such a set we focus on
two groups of features:
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Figure 3: Scatter-plot of the program size and
the corresponding ratio of the loops for each
program. The left chart is for human-written
programs and the right is for random programs.

String features A BF program is viewed as
a sequence of symbols and its features
are the basic statistical quantities (such
as the frequency of characters, the frequency of n-grams, the ratio of loop symbols, and the distribution of lengths of
loops).

4.1

Loop Ratio

The first feature, we are interested in, is the
loop ratio, defined as the number of loops divided by the size of the program i.e.,
#loops(P )
.
size(P )

Structural features A BF program P is represented by the program tree T (P ) (see
section Section 2.3) and several features
can be extracted from this tree, (such
as nesting depth, distribution of nodedegrees, maximal and average degrees,
and subtree-depth differences).

Now let us examine the plot (shown in Figure 3) of the programs where each program is
shown as a point; here, x coordinate being the
length of the program and y coordinate the loop
ratio. Since the length of the programs is drastically different, the x-axis is logarithmic.
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The ratio of loops in random programs converges to roughly 0.15 as the length of programs
increases, whereas the human programs do not
exhibit this behavior. Furthermore, the Figure 4
shows a histogram of loop ratios for the set of
human-written programs. Notice that, the distribution represented by such histogram can be
used for generating human-like programs.
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Figure 4: The histogram for the ratios of loops.
The continuous line shows a fitted beta distribution with α = 2.77 and β = 31.05.
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Figure 5: The frequencies of 2-grams for the
human written programs (left) and the generated programs (right). Each column represent
the first character in the 2-gram. The stacked
bars represent the second character in the 2gram. The height of the stacked bars correspond to the frequency of the corresponding
2-gram.

Frequency of 2-grams

The second feature that models the human behavior when writing programs is the frequency
of 2-grams. This feature encompasses the way
people write programs locally, i.e., certain combinations of symbols are much more likely to be
observed in a human-written program than in a
random one (where 2-grams are uniformly distributed).
We demonstrate this phenomenon for both
sets of programs by plotting their histograms.
The left-hand side plot in Figure 5 shows the
distribution on the set of human-written programs, while the right-hand side histogram
shows the frequencies on the set of random programs.
Here, each bar is the frequency for one character. Furthermore, the stacked bars represent
the character’s adjacent character. We can
clearly observe that + is the most used command, and that the most frequent character
combination is >+.
Additionally, certain combinations are obviously not feasible in a realistic program, e.g.
<> or +-. The distribution of 2-grams on the

set of random programs demonstrates, as expected, that there are no preferences for a specific combination.
4.3

Program Tree

To demonstrate the main structural differences
between human written programs and random
programs, we constructed program trees (as defined previously in Section 2.3) for all the programs in both sets.
Figure 6 shows two typical examples, one
from each set. Here, the left program tree
represents the structure of a random program,
whereas the right tree represents the structure
of a human-written program.
Both programs have comparable numbers
of loops, but the structural differences are quite
clear. The random program is significantly
deeper, with the average node degree being
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Figure 6: Typical difference in the structure of random programs (left) and human written programs
(right). The two programs have a comparable number of loops, but have a completely different
structure.
much smaller than the degree for the right tree.
This leads us to the hypothesis that humanwritten programs yield trees where the distribution of node degrees follow a power-law. The
simplest test for this hypothesis is to plot a loglog chart of the degree distribution. A typical
power-law distribution is shown as a straight
line. Figure 7 shows such a chart.

5. Conclusions
It is a well-known hypothesis in linguistics that
languages shape the way we think about the
world. This is the Sapir–Whorf hypothesis [7].
In computer programming, this phenomenon
can be observed in the way languages shape the
way we think about problems and algorithms for
solving them.
Namely, language itself can drive the development of more efficient and/or less buggy
programs. Two extreme examples are C and
Haskell programming languages. The C language not only enables one to write very efficient programs but also guides a typical programmer to do so. On the contrary, Haskell
has a different focus, namely to be able to write
only pure functions. Although seemingly a limitation, this generally results in less errors in
programs.
This motivates the research into various
characteristics of programming languages, in
order to be able to suggest new language designs which favor desired programming practices.
This article presented a study of the BF programming language and contrasted the humanwritten programs from the random ones. It
can be seen that humans tend to have particular patterns of writing programs, which are

Figure 7: The distribution of degrees in structural trees of real programs and human-written
programs. The long-tail in real programs is
clearly visible.
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guided both by the problems themselves and by
our particular methods of thinking and devising solutions. This can serve as a template for
deeper research of more practical programming
languages and may eventually lead to language
designs which will be more expressible for humans or even more tuned for a particular type
of problem solving.
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or wall clock time to the most intricate theoretical analysis [7, 15, 5]. Yet experimental algorithmics [11, 10] cannot be performed without
good measurements.
Knuth realised early that languages and
compilers significantly influence the way programs are written and executed “while
machine-oriented language . . . is much closer to
reality ” and therefore uses the assembly language to explain and analyse algorithms [7]. To
bring the investigation on how programs written
in different high-level programming languages
are executed “closer to reality ”, the execution
traces, i.e., the sequence of instructions executed by the CPU once the program is run,
should be analysed.
The idea of producing the execution trace
of a running program is relatively old. But
in 1990, for instance, it was established that
the “additional code required to record events
greatly slows a program’s execution” and that
“the resulting trace files can grow unmanageable large” [8]. Hence, investigating execution traces was not considered practical. Even
in 2005 the execution traces had to be compressed on-line, an approach that severely complicated any post-mortem analysis [3]. Nowadays, with significantly increased computer resources, at least some analyses are becoming
feasible and are already being performed by
commercial software. Security researchers use
dynamic instrumentation as an aid to discover
flaws in programs. Reverse-engineers use it to
discover data and control flow of an application. Profiling tools use it to detect memory access errors and/or measure performance. Furthermore, some virus scanners perform a ”deep
screen” of an unknown application by running it
under its own dynamic instrumentation engine
to detect suspicious behaviour [6].

Abstract: This is a study about how programs that are performing the same computation but are written in different programming
languages and compiled with different compilers produce different execution traces, i.e.,
streams of executed instructions. The experimental results are made using C, Java, and
Python on the x86-64 architecture, but the
approach is not limited to this selection. As
demonstrated in this paper, these languages
differ significantly in terms of an execution at
the binary level. When instructions found in execution traces are categorised, a difference between these three programming languages are
visible: different (optimised) C programs differ from one another regardless of the compiler
while all Python programs show the same categorisation results indicating that most of the
time it is CPython interpreter running instead
of the program. Furthermore, it is shown that
the experimental analysis of an algorithm can
be augmented if only a specified class of instructions is filtered.
Index Terms: execution traces, compilers,
programming languages

1. Introduction
lgorithms have been analysed almost
since they have first been conceived. Programs, i.e., implementations of algorithms,
have been analysed and measured as soon as
they were written. Many significantly different
approaches exist, from simple measuring CPU
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At its core Intel PIN is a virtual machine
with a JIT compiler which transforms existing
machine code into equivalent machine code.
This allows PIN to retain control while the application is being executed. During the execution, PIN splits application’s code into traces
which are straight lines of application code that
either unconditionally terminate, have a predefined number of conditional exit points or
contain a pre-defined number of instructions.
PIN rewires the exit points back into its VM
to regain control and to find the next trace of
application code [9].
To facilitate code instrumentation PIN provides a way to write plugins (called Pintools)
which register interest for certain events and
then receive callbacks from the Pin VM. There
are two callbacks meant for implementing custom instrumentation. One occurs each time
PIN visits a new machine instruction of the
target application or when it discovers a new
trace of application code. The trace is conveniently split into basic blocks for the Pintool
which then uses the PIN API to either just inspect the application code and/or rewrite the
application code by inserting new instructions
and/or deleting existing ones.
The Pintools are written in C/C++ and
must respect PIN’s rules in order not to crash
the instrumented application or cause a deadlock.

This paper is an extended version of the earlier work done by Bac and Slivnik [1]. It includes
refined measurements and focuses on the influence of different compilers (for C) as well. It is
organised as follows. Sections 2 and 3 contain
a very short introduction to code instrumentation and recording of execution traces in Intel
PIN. In Section 4 a simple analysis of instruction categorisation is introduced while Section 5
presents the report on performing the categorisation on a few simple programs.
2. Code Instrumentation Using PIN
To produce an execution trace a program must
be orchestrated with small fragments of trace
generating code. Orchestration can be done at
various stages, each of them having different
strength and limitations.
Static instrumentation can be performed at
compile time or later, but before the program is
executed. If performed at compile time, it can
use all information about the program available
to the compiler and tends to have slightly lower
overhead than run time instrumentation, but
is usually unable to handle self modifying or
runtime-generated code [17].
Dynamic instrumentation is done in runtime. It tends to be far more flexible in
what can be instrumented. For instance, machine code generated at run-time by just-intime compilation can only be instrumented using dynamic instrumentation. However, it may
have higher performance overhead [17]. Furthermore, the implementation of dynamic instrumentation is significantly more demanding
than implementation of static one.
Fortunately, various free or open-source
frameworks for the dynamic instrumentation
are available. Frida is an interactive executable
exploration tool allowing the user to instrument
the executable by injecting javascript code.
Valgrind first transforms the executable into its
own IR (called VEX) upon which transformations and analyses are performed. It is therefore unsuitable in our case. DynInst was not
explored since DynamoRIO and PIN seem to
be far more widely used. Finally, Intel PIN
has been chosen as it has the most versatile
API [9, 12].

3. Recording Execution Traces
Using PIN
Our trace generating code is a Pintool which
processes each basic block discovered by PIN
VM. It disassembles its instructions and assigns
them a sequential id. Optionally, the disassembly may contain the address of each instruction.
Each basic block is also instrumented with a
call to a tracing function which accepts the id
of the basic block as a parameter in order to
retrieve its disassembly and writes it to a file
or a pipe. It is also possible to write out the
instruction in their binary form in order to save
space. The resulting trace can be processed
further for more in-depth analyses. These can
be written in any high level language and are
not restricted by the rules for Pintools.
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executed in the original form, but unfortunately
it can not be executed at native speed since all
code must pass through Pin’s VM so it can
maintain control of the program.
The Pintool can also differentiate between
code generated at runtime (for example by JVM
JIT) and code loaded from the executable images. All code which does belong to a section
of an executable (or dynamic library) image is
considered as dynamically generated.
At the end of execution the Pintool produces a table specifying the instruction count
by category, marked/un-marked and if it is dynamically generated. The size of the disassembly trace is computed simply by summing the
lengths of disassembled basic block instructions
that would be written into a file as a trace.

Once the interesting behaviour is isolated a
specialised Pintool can be written in order to
minimise the instrumentation overhead. A significant amount of overhead represents writing
the trace to a file. If this can be reduced by
performing more analysis during the program
execution under PIN, a significant speedup can
be obtained.
4. Code Orchestration for
Instruction Categorisation
The first analysis one can imagine when performing on-line analysis of an executed trace is
to categorise the instructions and see whether
there is any significant difference when a program is written in one programming language
or another.
To speed up the instrumentation the traceproducing Pintool was extended with an option
to count and categorise the instructions during the execution and to compute how much
space would a disassembly trace (with addresses) take. In [1] the categorisation of instructions defined by Intel XED [4], a disassembler built into Pin (but also available as a
separate project), has been used. As it is shown
below, different and more specialised categorisations have also been applied in this paper.
In order to isolate the part of the program
which performs the actual computation from
the startup and I/O we also developed a DLL
exporting two functions which serve as markers marking the beginning and the ending of
the interesting region, respectively. When the
program is instrumented by our Pintool these
functions are detected (by using export information) and replaced by routines in the Pintool
itself which toggle a flag signalling the tracing
routine that the interesting region of code is
executing.
Furthermore, system libraries and C/C++
runtime code are also filtered out. For C/C++
only the program executable is traced. Only
python.exe and python27.dll were traced for
Python. For Java, java.exe, jvm.dll, java.dll
and verify.dll were traced.
Isolation is performed by providing a list of
modules to be filtered to our Pintool. All code
belonging to the address space of the module is

5. Experimental Results
To test the described orchestration a number
of tests were carried out. Each test is based on
one the following algorithms (run on integer or
double precision floating point numbers):
• the standard matrix multiplication (denoted imtxijk and dmtxijk),
• Strassen matrix multiplication running
without escaping to standard matrix multiplication when the size of the matrix
becomes small (denoted imtxstrassen
and dmtxstrassen),
• insertion sort (denoted iisort and
disort), selection sort (denoted issort
and dssort) and bubble sort (denoted
ibsort and dbsort),
• iterative and recursive heapsort (denoted
ihsortitr and dhsortitr; ihsortrec
and dhsortrec) and
• quicksort (denoted iqsort and dqsort).
All test programs were written in C, Java, and
Python. Extra care was paid to make programs as similar to each other as possible. No
specialised packages written in other languages
were used in Python, e.g. NumPy.
The standard language tools available on
MS Windows were used for each language:
• LLVM-based Clang, GNU GCC, Intel’s
ICC and Microsoft VSC compilers for C,
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test
ijk
strassen
insert
sellect
bubble
heap (itr)
heap (rec)
quick

C

1.4
6.9
3.2
9.5
7.6
0.1
0.1
0.1

Java
11.8
39.9
15.9
23.8
26.9
8.1
7.4
7.5

ferent execution traces, but either unoptimised
or optimised versions do not differ significantly.
Small differences exist; for instance, ICC is
capable of integer (orange) and double precision (yellow) packed arithmetic instructions in
imtxijk and dmtxijk, respectively.
Even Java, being interpreted and subsequently JITed, demonstrates the differences between different tests while tests in Python all
exhibit a very similar pattern indicating that
the execution trace exhibit the inner working
of the Python interpreter CPython rather than
the program being interpreted.

Python
320.8
1075.9
805.6
706.0
1705.5
16.6
16.9
5.4

Table 1: The size of the execution traces for
integer tests in Gb (optimised Clang version is
taken for C): matrix multiplication of size 200×
200 and sorting of 10000 elements.

5.2

• Oracle’s Java SDK for Java, and
• CPython for Python.

Study of a particular algorithm

To study individual algorithm, one can use the
general purpose instruction categorisation as
above or custom-made one, tailored for the specific algorithm.
The general purpose categorisation is to be
used if a particular algorithm’s performance under different compilers is investigated. This
might be important when the actual speed and
not not just the growth rate of an algorithm is
important.
However, a custom-made categorisation,
the one with a particular algorithm in mind,
can provide further insight. For instance, Figure 3 shows the performance of matrix multiplication algorithms, namely ijk and Strassen,
when the scalar is integer (above) or double
precision floating point (below) number. The
scalar types have been chosen so that

A sample of the sizes of the execution traces
for integer tests are shown in Table 1: matrices
of size 200 × 200 were multiplied and a table of
10000 elements was sorted. The sizes for double precision floating point tests are very similar. The data in the table shows that saving
traces even for a single simple algorithm might
be inconvenient at best, so the approach of performing analysis using specialised Pintools is to
be applied if at all possible.
5.1 Comparing different languages/compilers
To see how a language and the compiler influence the execution of a program or an algorithm, the tests were run and the instructions
found in execution traces were categorised as
shown in Figures 1 and 2. In these tests, a general purpose categorisation of x86 instructions,
not tailored to any specific algorithm and similar to the one used by Intel’s tool XED, has
been used [4].
Data transfer (DATAXFER) and integer
arithmetic (INT-ARITH) instructions are by far
the most frequent, yet their share drops in various optimised C programs as they are eliminated during compile-time optimisation process. Java exhibits similar pattern (as JIT does
optimise the code). As expected, no such pattern is observed in Python as there is no optimisation whatsoever.
C programs have the least uniform categorisation. Different C compilers produce dif-

• in the first case the scalar arithmetics
coincides with auxiliary algorithm operations (loop and address arithmetics);
• in the second case the scalar arithmetics
does not coincide with auxiliary algorithm
operations at all (exactly all integer operations are auxiliary).
By studying the second case one can see how
much auxiliary arithmetics is done by the matrix
algorithm and how much computing it takes to
run loops and address arithmetics around the
“essential” computation the algorithm is devised for. Consequently, this information can
be used to separate arithmetic operations in the
first case where this separation is blurred.
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% of total

% of total

Figure 1: Instruction categorisation for all tests compiled with (clockwise) ICC, GCC, MSVC and
Clang C compilers (the left and the right halves of each graph show unoptimised and optimised
versions, respectively).
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Figure 2: Instruction categorisation for all tests run in Java (left) and Python (right); no distinction
between unoptimised and optimised version.
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is obvious in the graph for floating point sorting. Interestingly, Python and to some degree
Java need more auxiliary comparisons than “essential” ones.
It must be pointed out that the measurements and the separation of the “essential” and
auxiliary arithmetics cannot replace the theoretical analysis of the matrix algorithms. However,
it does provide additional information.

Figure 4, including the analysis tailored for
sorting, i.e., exposing load/store operations and
integer and double precision floating point number comparisons — as these are the main operations of in-place sorting, shows the idea even
clearer. There are very small differences between C compilers (as no packed arithmetic operations can take pace), but the amount of auxiliary comparisons needed to control the loops
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Figure 3: Instruction categorisation in execution traces of integer (above) and double precision
floating point (below) matrix multiplication (optimised C, Java and Python) exposing load/store,
integer and double precision floating point operations. The size of each execution trace is shown in
small graphs on the right using the linear and logarithmic scales.
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double precision floating point comparisons. The size of each execution trace is shown in small
graphs on the right using the linear and logarithmic scales.
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This paper demonstrates how simple instruction categorisation of execution traces can provide additional insight into execution of an algorithm regarding (1) the programming language
the algorithm is written in and (2) the compiler
the implementation of the algorithm is compiled with.
This approach has not yet been used widely
in experimental algorithmics. Yet authors believe that there are research opportunities ahead
which should not be wasted [2]. After all, the
approach has been tested on a small number of
widely studied algorithms. It would be worth
trying it on algorithms that are less regular,
more dynamic and harder to penetrate using
existing analytical tools. The range of possible algorithms is wide, from graph to parsing
algorithms and beyond [13, 14, 16].
Finally, there are at least three important
details that were left out: the cache misses,
out-of-order instruction execution, and threads.
So far the information about cache misses has
not been gathered while recording execution
traces and it is yet to be seen if and how
this could be incorporated into the investigation. Out-of-order execution is a matter of the
CPU organisation and nowadays it is often not
fully disclosed by the CPU manufacturer. Runtime environments of many programming languages are inherently multi-threaded. Decoupling of individual thread’s traces has not been
performed so far but it is planned for the future.
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Design of Low-Power Wireless Sensor
Network with Simplified Protocol
Rozman, Robert


implement more efficient monitoring and control
systems for a wide range of environments,
buildings, industrial and other processes.
Ongoing
technology
evolution
enables
development of more efficient solutions in almost
all areas of our lives, including more prominent
areas as health, agriculture, industry, military and
security equipment, intelligent environments,
smart grids, etc… More detailed overviews of the
WSNs and IoT areas are in [1, 2].
The development of efficient WSNs requires
knowledge in several related areas. Nonetheless,
sensor networks are not just a communication
platform, but much more general concept that
better coincides with widely known IoT paradigm.
Therefore, WSNs are basically a multidisciplinary
area, where the development of efficient solutions
requires knowledge from a wide range of other
computing-related areas (e.g. wireless and wired
communications, embedded systems, sensors,
data processing, statistics, machine learning,
knowledge extraction, cloud and distributed
computing).
Consequently,
research
and
development teams from various fields usually join
wider WSNs related associations or alliances (e.g.
Zigbee [3], ZWave [4], LoraWAN [5]).
Since the number of nodes in sensor networks
rapidly increases, several important problems
appear. Mostly, problems are related to the rapidly
growing amount of data that is acquired in these
quickly expanding networks. As a consequence,
there is a permanent need for research on more
efficient data processing and interpretation
techniques, that will allow data to be stored in
more aggregated forms gained by compression,
statistics or even learning and knowledge
extraction methods. These representations are
much more compact and have higher information
content.
As stated before, WSNs are a multidisciplinary
concept and data processing is just one part of the
whole story. Even more important part of the
system is data utilization in the development of
better monitoring and/or control algorithms to
manage our environments, processes, and
buildings more efficiently.

Abstract: The design of effective Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) is an important research and
application field. It generates energy-efficient
solutions to monitor the environment, industrial
processes, and buildings. Gathered data offer
various opportunities; one of the most prominent is
the ability to enhance the management of
environments and processes. Recently, WSNs are
gaining importance because of widespread of the
Internet of Things paradigm that connects all
computing systems and resources in a common,
structured network.
In the article, the design case of WSN is
presented. First, a general overview of WSNs
concept is given. The importance of low-power
consumption in WSNs is stressed. The general
requirements are defined for the implementation
with the low-power consumption as the particularly
important goal. As a consequence, more lightweight
and low-power compatible network protocol
(SimpliciTI) has been chosen for the design. The
hardware and software implementation details for
network end and access point nodes are presented
in details. The SimpliciTI protocol needed a few
important supplements to be more efficient and
reliable in practical utilization; the supplemented
features are also outlined. The final result of the
presented work is the operational prototype of lowpower WSN eco-system that can be adapted, by
setting various configuration parameters, to the
specific context of each practical application.
Index Terms: embedded system, low-power,
network, sensor, simpliciti, wireless
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1

INTRODUCTION

achievements in low-power and
wireless networking computing platforms
enable the development of the new generation of
distributed data acquisition, processing, and
communication networks, generally denoted as
wireless sensor networks (WSNs). In addition, we
are witnessing the rapid evolution of the Internet
of Things (IoT) paradigm that has the ambition to
connect literally all, even the smallest, embedded
systems into a global, structured network. As a
consequence, this up-coming massive data
exchange brings a lot of opportunities to
ECENT
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On the other side, the rapid development of
sensor networks also brings some problematic
consequences. In particular, these are often
reflected in worse connectivity between nodes
than expected and the lack of standardization of
all elements in the network. Therefore, the
problems may appear when connecting nodes of
different types and manufacturers.
As a response, several standardization efforts
emerged to enhance the compatibility and
integration of various sensor nodes –
standardization is usually more efficient inside
wider associations of researchers, developers,
and manufacturers (e.g. Zigbee, ZWave,
LoraWan). They all represent separate ecosystems for providing solutions for the IoT
paradigm [6-9].
In addition to a better standardization and other
advantages, the solutions from these wider ecosystems also show some weaknesses, especially
when they become more complex. The complexity
usually comes with a wider range of functionalities,
support concepts and ease of implementation,
integration, and maintenance. However, it usually
also generates higher demands for computing
resources and increases the power consumption
of systems. Therefore, a question of optimal
compromise between the complexity and power
consumption emerges and it should be carefully
examined.
In our previous work, the solutions with different
levels of complexity have been implemented: quite
complex and also more lightweight solutions. We
have carefully examined the pros and cons of
each one of them and came to the conclusion, that
there is no general and definite answer or
compromise point for all various applications.
According to our experience, there is probably a
need for systems with various relations between
functionality and consumption – with more
complex systems residing at higher layers of
structured networks and lightweight end nodes
more at the bottom layers.
In continuation, we present a practical case of
integrated implementation of the lightweight type
of WSN. In the next section, we review the general
concepts in sensor networks and IoT: end-devices
and protocols. The following section includes the
details of the software (firmware) and hardware
proof-of-concept implementation of the sensor
network, including access point and end node
prototypes. The final conclusions are presented in
the last section.
2

communication exchange with other nodes or
peers in the network. Since there is usually a large
number of end nodes, the second crucial
component becomes network platform. Its main
task is to perform reliable transmission of all
acquired and other data and at the same time to
allow end nodes to operate with low power
consumption. The latter is usually gained by
putting end nodes to the state of sleep most of the
time.
As stated, end nodes with the communication
protocol form essential parts of WSN platform.
Therefore, the efficiency of the whole platform
depends deeply on the efficiency of both essential
components. In the rest of this section, an
overview of those two components is given in
more details.
2.1
End Node - Basic Element of WSN
End nodes perform crucial tasks in sensor
network – they acquire and send data to other
nodes in the network. Since the amount of
acquired data is rapidly growing, some sort of data
aggregation or even knowledge extraction is more
and more desired. In modern sensor networks,
end nodes are therefore also incorporating more
and more data processing, aggregation and even
learning or knowledge extraction techniques.
When using end nodes in practical applications,
also few other aspects become very important:
 autonomous, mobile operation
 low power consumption
 low time and space complexity
 low price
 standardized compatibility
 ease of integration and maintenance
To satisfy all stated requirements, protocols
usually need a lot of adjustments. The most
prominent problem is how to efficiently allow end
nodes to sleep majority of the time, but still
perform their networking functionalities (e.g.
routing, connections maintenance).
2.2
Protocols in WSN
More complex protocols (e.g. Zigbee), offer a
wider range of functionality for WSNs (e.g. mesh
routing), but they also have higher computational
complexity. Some of them (Zigbee, 6LoWPAN)
are based on a fairly widespread standard IEEE
802.15.4 [10], that defines only the physical and
"Media Access Control" (MAC) layer, but not the
higher communication layers.
As an alternative to complex protocols, the more
lightweight protocols appeared – they offer limited
functionality which usually comprises only a
subset of lower communication layers and
consequently induces simpler implementations.
However, they can operate on simpler and
cheaper
systems
with
reduced
energy
consumption. The latter is an important

OVERVIEW OF SENSOR NETWORKS

There are basically two most important
components of sensor networks. The first one is
end node (ED) that plays a crucial role in
performing
measurements
and
wireless
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comparative advantage of this alternative concept.
Therefore, for many applications, lightweight
protocols represent an acceptable compromise.
A representative example of a lightweight
protocol is SimpliciTI, supported by Texas
Instruments [11]. It offers few important
advantages. The most prominent is its openness
and simplicity. On this basis, we have decided to
implement a research proof-of-concept prototype
of WSN, that is presented in more details in the
next two sections.
3




channel (frequency band) in case of
interference from the environment
monitoring the quality and performance
of links with end nodes
monitoring the operation of the end
nodes

SIMPLICITI PROTOCOL

The name of the protocol already reflects its
purpose: simplicity. The main difference in
comparison to more complex networking protocols
(e.g. Zigbee) is the lack of support for full-mesh
topology and only the partial inclusion of the
application protocol layer. However, limited
functionality brings
the most prominent
comparative advantage: low resource and energy
consumption and related low price.
The important specific features of the SimpliciTI
protocol are:
 small computational complexity (a
simple microcontroller, 8kB of software
and 1kB of data memory)
 some advanced network management
functions (safety, resistance to wireless
interference, dynamic linking of nodes)
 support for low power operation of end
nodes ("sleep mode" support)

Fig. 1. Star topology schema of the SimpliciTI protocol [11].

As a consequence, network and consisting
nodes can respond to various events that happen
inside the network or in the external environment.
3.2
The Structure of SimpliciTI Protocol
The protocol consists of three logical layers:
 Data Link or Physical
 Network
 Application
The naming of the layers is adopted from the
specification of the SimpliciTI protocol [11].
The Physical or Data Link layer functionality is
formally
implemented
in
the
wireless
communication electronic circuit CC2500, that is
connected to the host microcontroller through the
Serial Programming Interface (SPI) bus. In the
software implementation library, two modules are
related to this layer:
 MRFI ("Minimal RF Interface")
 BSP ("Board Support Package")
MRFI module performs basic operations for
wireless communication, while BSP module
performs SPI communication, executes main
application loop and controls other peripheral
devices on host microcontroller.
The Network layer (NWK) is an integral part of
the SimpliciTI protocol. Its main task is to manage
transmit/receive message queues and message
transmission towards receiving node. The latter is
determined by the port number that is a part of the
destination address field contained in the
message.
The Application layer is implemented in the
context of the protocol only to a limited extent. As
a consequence, it should be supplemented to
perform well in practical applications. It is

3.1
Types of Links and Nodes
The SimpliciTI protocol supports two types of
network connections:
 star topology, where all nodes are
connected to the central node
 point to point (P2P) links between nodes
("peer to peer")
For smaller and simpler networks, it is sufficient
to rely on P2P links. In networks with a larger
number of end nodes, usually, star topology is
applied; it is shown in Fig.1. In case of the star
topology, we need to implement several different
types of nodes:
 access point (AP): a central node that is
always active and maintains connections
to end nodes and higher network layers
 end node (ED): low power operation
(“sleep” and “active” operation modes)
node that performs data acquisition and
maintains a connection with AP
 range extender (RE): extends network’s
range by repeating network messages in
his range
The SimpliciTI protocol also provides some
more advanced network management features:
 change of frequency communication
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particularly important to take care of the reliability
of the transmission. This is usually the functionality
of the transport layer in ISO/OSI reference model
[14] that is not present in this case. Therefore, we
need
to
implement
custom
message
acknowledgment mechanism and other features
by ourselves.

The SimpliciTI Protocol was supplemented with
needed additional features in accordance with the
initial requirements. The firmware programs for AP
and ED nodes were developed in the IAR
development environment [13]. The solutions
were based on a reference application provided by
the manufacturer. The reference application is
more a proof-of-concept demonstration and needs
to be supplemented for operation in a real
environment with a larger number of connected
nodes. Special attention was devoted to common
network events in real environments (e.g. restart,
reset, interference, connection interrupts).
The details of the hardware and software
implementation
of
nodes
and
protocol
enhancements are presented in the remaining
sections.

3.3
The Performance of SimpliciTI Protocol
The star network topology implies central AP
node that takes care of all connected nodes in its
vicinity. For reliable performance, some more
advanced network management functionalities
are needed.
The prominent aspect of all WSNs is safety. It
can be considered from various viewpoints. On a
basic level of nodes, there is a possibility to
constrain the establishment of the link only to
nodes that expose valid network key that matches
the key on AP node.
On the other hand, once the link is properly
established, only data can be exchanged between
central and end nodes. Since we know, that the
SimpliciTI protocol has minimal resource
demands, we limit the number of links to nodes to
8 on AP node and to 2 on end node (ED).
The end nodes also have another option to send
messages to other nodes even without the
properly established link to the network guided by
AP node. This mode is denoted as “broadcast”. In
this case, we have no confirmation whether any
node received the broadcasted message.
4

4.1

Wireless Module for ED and AP Node
Prototypes
Due to the decision to use existing modules, we
were able to devote more attention to design
various prototypes of the end and central nodes in
addition to supplementation of the SimpliciTI
protocol with desired functionalities.
The basis of all end and AP nodes prototypes
was the wireless module eZ430-RF2500T that
consists of two main components:
 MSP430F2274 microcontroller
 CC2500 wireless transceiver circuit
Other visible components of the module are two
LEDs, a pushbutton, an integrated antenna, and
several expansion pins (Figure 2). The low-cost
development kit contains two modules: one is
attached to battery board as an end node, and the
other is attached to USB programming and
debugging interface and can be used as an AP
node.

PROTOTYPE OF SIMPLICITI SENSOR NETWORK

For the practical evaluation of the lightweight
protocol based sensor network, we chose to
implement the proof-of-concept prototype that is
based on the SimpliciTI protocol. The initial
prototype is presented in [16].
Before the actual work, we have set few general
requirements to be followed strictly during the
implementation:
 operation with the lowest possible
energy consumption
 use of star topology with an access key
 system's resistance to extraordinary
network events (e.g. reset of ED or AP
nodes, frequency band interference)
 acknowledge mechanism to verify
transmission of messages
 two-way transmission of messages
between the network and the serial
interface for further integration
 if applicable, use of the existing (of-theshelve) components
For the implementation, we selected the
SimpliciTI protocol [11] and the set of wireless
modules EZ430-RF2500, manufactured by Texas
Instruments [12].

Fig. 2. Wireless eZ430-RF2500T module.

4.2

Implementation of End Node (ED)
Prototypes
The end node (ED) is usually required to
operate on battery supply and therefore needs to
consume as small amount of energy as possible.
This feature is usually achieved by supporting two
different modes of operation:
 Active mode, when node is performing
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measurements on analog sensors,
detecting or changing the state of
input/output digital pins, and performing
wireless communication with AP node
 Sleep mode, when the majority of
resources that consume energy is
switched off with the exception of wakeup timer
To minimize power consumption, the node
needs to spend as much time as possible in sleep
mode because the difference in power
consumption between both modes is quite
substantial.
However, in some applications, node still has to
respond to real-time events (e.g. motion detection,
keypress) on digital inputs or must change the
state of the digital output. Therefore, the suitable
periods of sleep mode need to be adjusted for
each application separately.
To satisfy all those potential application and
protocol specific requirements, end node was
designed with following features:
Initial Connection
On startup, the node attempts to connect to the
network’s access point. First, it identifies access
points on all four frequency channels and tries to
establish a connection link. If it fails, the node goes
into sleeping mode and repeats the procedure
after it wakes up into active mode again.
Described procedure consumes more energy and
should be executed only when there is an active
AP node in the range.
Active Mode
The behavior of the node in this mode varies
according to the status of the link and the event
that caused wake-up from the Sleeping mode.
First, the cause is determined and proper action
taken. If the change on digital input was detected
(e.g. motion, keypress) then the state of digital
inputs is read. If the periodic wake-up was
performed, then the node performs analog to
digital conversions (ADC) on all four analog input
pins. If the link is operational, the node sends the
acquired data to the AP node, otherwise, it
switches to the “Initial connection” procedure.
Link Monitoring
The end node periodically sends “heartbeat”
message after ADC message. This message
includes time, temperature and battery level data.
In addition, it requires AP node to return
acknowledge (ACK) upon the received message.
This acknowledge is used to check whether the
link is still active. Because wireless transceiver
must be active while waiting for ACK message, the
power consumption is slightly higher. To minimize
overall power consumption, “heartbeat” message
is sent on every N ADC-message cycles. The
parameter N can be configured in the application
specific context. A Higher value of N means less
power consumption, but the link is checked less

frequently. If ACK is not received, the node
switches to “Initial connection” procedure.
Message Acknowledge Request
The node may request acknowledge also on all
data messages to AP node. This is particularly
suited to more important events that are related to
alarm, security-related or other dangerous
situations.
Message Counter
The node increments message counter on each
message being sent. The counter is included in
each message and can be used at the AP node to
check whether all messages from certain node
were received properly.
All described features contribute to the better
robustness of sensor network to various events.
To summarize our work, we have designed
several prototypes of an end node by embedding
eZ430-2500T wireless module in various types of
end nodes: motion, temperature and brightness
sensors; the desktop keypad with sensors and two
push-buttons. Few end node prototypes are
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Examples of end node (ED) prototypes.

4.3
Implementation of AP Node Prototypes
The fundamental task of an AP node is to
establish and maintain connections with end
nodes. In addition, received data is usually
processed on this node or relayed to higher levels
of the structured network.
In addition to pure communication load, AP
node also needs to perform few important network
maintenance tasks. They are presented below
with brief explanations.
Network Performance Monitoring
Besides sending and receiving messages, also
additional status data is processed and basic
statistical analysis is performed. There are various
sources of data for analysis: network layer reports
on transmission signal levels and errors, the
message counter is included in messages. All
these need to be processed to maintain the quality
and reliability of connections and robustness to
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potential interferences from other similar
communication equipment and the general
environment.
End Nodes Monitoring
The AP node tracks the time of the last
successfully received message from each linked
end node. If this time is greater than the permitted
interval, the link with certain end node is deleted
from the table. Probably the node stopped working
or is removed from network permanently. This
releases space in the table for connections with
new end nodes.
Links Quality and Interference Monitoring
A lot of electronic equipment that we usually
keep in our surrounding can interfere with sensor
networks. Therefore, it is vital to monitor the
quality of links and identify potential interferences.
This is particularly dangerous when the level of
interference is too high and causes lack of
communication between AP and ED nodes. In this
case, it is not so trivial to recover from such
situation.
However, there is a possibility of using various
communication channels (frequencies) in the
SimpliciTI and this concept can be utilized to find
and switch the communication to other, less
contaminated frequency channel (Fig. 4). This
action needs to be broadcasted to all nodes,
however, because of interference, it is not
guaranteed that all nodes will receive this
announcement. Therefore, a general link failure
detection must be built also in the firmware of end
nodes (as described in the previous section). As
consequence, end nodes are able to detect link
failure also in all other cases (e.g. AP failure, ED
movement outside the range).

SimpliciTI network nodes to other host systems.
The serial protocol is defined and basically
represents the conversion between data and
configuration messages in SimpliciTI protocol to
serial messages.
We have implemented two prototypes of the AP
node. One is eZ430-2500T wireless module
attached to existing USB programming and
debugging interface that can connect to USB host.
The other AP prototype connects over serial
UART connection to Gateway V1 module that
converts ED nodes messages into IEX2 (CANBUS
based) protocol that is used in Integra BM Industrial and Home Automation system from the
company Cybrotech Ltd. Both prototypes are
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Two Access Point (AP) node prototypes.

5

CONCLUSION

The implemented prototype of low-power and
lightweight protocol based wireless sensor
network represents an important basis for our
further research - in the narrower field of the
WSNs as well as in wider areas of industrial and
home
automation,
intelligent
building
management, ambient intelligence, and smartcities.
We have implemented a more general,
parametrical solution that can be configured in the
context of the specific application. By setting the
presence of ACK messages, timeouts, wake-up
periods and other parameters, one can achieve
various compromises in general relation between
power consumption and responsiveness of the
network. Power consumption can be reduced at
the expense of lower responsiveness and vice
versa.
We have a lot of ideas, how to extend our work
[15]. We would like to test performance on lower
frequency bands that have longer range and better
materials penetration property. We would also like
to study and include further improvements and
supplementations of the system with the latest
achievements in the fields of microcontrollers and
wireless communications. In particular, we expect
a massive spread of IoT paradigm and further
enhancements of the systems’ energy efficiency.
However, this also means an ever-increasing

Fig. 4. Flowchart of Frequency Agility Channel Change
algorithm in the SimpliciTI protocol [11].

In addition to described network maintenance
tasks, UART based serial connection console was
implemented. This allows the integration of
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amount of data acquired, which is a problem that
is probably more demanding than the WSNs
paradigm itself. Therefore, a lot of resources in
further research efforts will need to be focused on
the techniques of more efficient extraction of
information and knowledge from acquired data.
Hopefully, this will bring our wellbeing to a higher
level.

[9]
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A SIC/XE to Intel Pentium x86 Assembly
Code Translator
Benjamin Kastelic and Tomaž Dobravec

1. Introduction

Abstract: The Simplified Instruction Computer (SIC) is a hypothetical computer designed for educational purposes. Due to a reasonable number of instructions, sufficient memory space and its scalable structure, SIC/XE is
a perfect tool that enables a clear and ballastfree illustration of the basics of the system software (e.g. assembling, linking and loading) and
other concepts of computer software and hardware design. Therefore it is frequently used as
a demonstration gadget in Systems Programming and Operating Systems courses at university level. The main drawback of a SIC/XE
computer is the fact, that it does not really
exist in physical form. Hence, when testing
a SIC/XE program one has to use a simulator, i.e. a computer program that simulates
SIC/XE instructions step-by-step. Besides the
fact that such an approach uses a simulated
(and thus potentially unreal) environment, the
speed of execution is another issue that inhibits
a comfortable work. To overcome this we have
developed a computer program that translates
from SIC/XE to Intel x86 assembly code. Using this translator, the programs developed for
a hypothetical computer can be executed in a
real environment. Since the target computer
has much wider instruction set, the translation
is always successful and the resulting programs
are fast and reliable. In the development of our
translator we managed to convert data from
SIC/XE’s 24 bit to Intel’s 32 bit system and
we covered all the input/output operations using files on the target computer.

The SIC (1) (Simplified Instruction Computer)
hypothetical computer was designed to illustrate the concepts and features of common
computer hardware, while avoiding the “clutter” found in real computers, which often only
confuses the novice. Like many other products
even SIC is available in two versions: a standard version and an XE (Extra Equipment, also
“eXtra Expensive”) version. Both editions were
designed to be upward compatible – this means
that the object code, which was generated for
SIC, can also be executed on a SIC/XE computer. This kind of compatibility is often found
on real world systems. Because of its simplicity,
the SIC computer is mostly used as a teaching example at many schools around the world
(3). Since SIC is just a hypothetical computer,
programs can only be executed on a dedicated
virtual machine. This means that all of the instructions are simulated step by step by a specific simulator in an unreal environment. After using SIC and a SIC simulator (11; 12) in
class, we found that it would be useful and even
instructive for students to create a source-tosource translator (7) capable of translating SIC
programs into a real-computer program. By doing so, students would be able to run their programs in a real environment and also learn the
basics of that machines assembly language, by
observing the translations. We have selected
the Intel x86 (4) Pentium architecture as the
target of our translator.
In this paper we present a source-to-source
translator between the SIC/XE and the Intel x86 assembly programs. We describe in
detail the problems we encountered and we
present their solutions. Many researches concerning source-to-source program translations

Index Terms: SIC/XE, Intel Pentium x86,
assembly code, translation
Manuscript received Sep. 2017 and accepted for
the journal in Dec. 2017
The authors are with the Faculty of Computer and
Information Science, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia
(e-mail: tomaz.dobravec@fri.uni-lj.si).
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some directions for future work.

have been done in the past. While most of them
focus on the improvement of the programs’ performances (10), the aim of our research is to
provide an educational tool to help students
to understand the concepts of computer architectures and assembly language programming.
Similar studies have been done on several highlevel programming languages. The translator
presented in (8) is used to transform programs
written in SML, a functional programming language, to Java, which is an object-oriented imperative language. Authors of this translator
encountered problems similar to ours. Because
SML is a functional language, a lot of it’s constructs can’t be easily represented in Java because of different aspects of both languages.
Thus the translated programs are much longer
that the original ones and also a lot more complicated. The translator is like ours mostly intended for students, to help them better understand the differences between imperative and
functional programming paradigm. The other
more recent translator is used to translate from
OPEN MP C to the CUDA programming language, both of which are mainly used for parallel computing on multi-threaded processors and
GPUs (13). In their work, the authors also tackled problems similar to ours, most of which are
related to missing contextual information about
the program. The compiler presented in (17) is
the most relevant compiler compared to ours,
as it is used to translate Java byte code into
IA32 assembly code. The described process is
in every way almost the same as ours. In fact,
most of the JIT compilers have a lot in common with our translator, since the byte code
is a high level assembly language, with which
we can describe one ore more assembly language instructions with just one or two byte
code instructions. And that is also the case
when translating from SIC/XE to Intel x32.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 describe the properties
of SIC/XE and Intel x86 architectures. Section 4 presents the process of determining correct translations between SIC/XE and x86 instructions. Section 5 evaluates our translator
by comparing the length and speed of execution of source and translated programs. Finally,
Section 6 draws our conclusions and points out

2. SIC/XE Architecture
2.1

Memory

Memory consists of consecutive 8 bit byte arrays. Three neighbouring bytes form a word.
All of the SIC/XE addresses are byte addresses.
Words are addressed by the location of their
most important bit (big-endian byte ordering).
There are a total of 1048576 (220 ) bytes in the
computer memory.
2.2

Registers

There are nine registers, each of them serving
it’s own purpose. The size of each register is
24 bits, except for register F, which size is 48
bits. Table 1 displays the mnemonics and uses
of all the registers.
Mnemonic
A
X
L
PC
SW
B
S
T
F

Usage
accumulator; arithmetic operations
index register; addressing
linkage register; return address
for JSUB operation
program counter; holds the address of the next instruction
status word; stores different information, e.g. the condition
code (CC)
base register; addressing
general purpose register
general purpose register
48-bit register; floating point
numbers storage

Table 1: Registers mnemonics and usage
2.3

Data Formats

Integer numbers are stored as 24-bit signed binary numbers, two’s complement representation is used for negative values. Characters are
stored using their 8-bit ASCII codes. Floatingpoint numbers are represented with a 48-bit format, which can be seen in Figure 1.
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1
s

11
exponent

36
fraction

of target address calculation are presented in
Table 2. Parentheses are used to indicate the
contents of a register or memory location. For
example, (B) represents the contents of register
B.

Figure 1: Floating-point number format

Mode
Direct
Base relative
PC relative

The fraction is interpreted as a value between 0 and 1 (assuming the binary point is
immediately before the high-order bit). For normalized floating-point numbers, the high-order
bit of the fraction must be 1. The exponent is
interpreted as an unsigned binary number between 0 and 2047. If the exponent has value e
and the fraction has value f, the absolute value
of the number represented is:
f × 2e−1024

Indication
b = 0, p = 0
b = 1, p = 0
b = 0, p = 1

TA calculation
address
(B) + disp
(PC ) + disp

Table 2: SIC/XE addressing modes according
to the target address calculation
For base relative addressing, the displacement field disp in a format 3 instruction is interpreted as a 12-bit unsigned integer. For PC
relative addressing, this field is interpreted as a
12-bit signed integer, with negative values represented in two’s complement notation.
If bits b and p are both set to 0, the disp
field from the format 3 instruction is used as
the target address. For a format 4 instruction,
bits b and p are normally set to 0, and the target address is taken from the address field of
the instruction. This is called direct addressing, to distinguish it from the relative addressing modes described before. Any of these addressing modes can be combined with indexed
addressing – if bit x is set to 1, the value of
register X is added to the target address calculation.
Bits i and n in format 3 and format 4 instructions are used to specify how the target
address is used. If bit i = 1 and n = 0, the target address itself is used as the operand value.
This is called immediate addressing. If bit i = 0
and n = 1, the word at the location given by
the target address is fetched; the value contained in this word is then taken as the address
of the operand value. This is called indirect
addressing. If bits i and n are bot set to 0 or
both set to 1, the target address is taken as the
location of the operand. This is called simple
addressing.
SIC/XE instructions that specify neither immediate nor indirect addressing are assembled
with bits n and i both set to 1. Assemblers
for the standard version of SIC will, however,
set both bits to 0 (this is because the 8-bit bi-

(1)

The sign of the floating-point number is indicated by the value of s (0 = positive, 1 =
negative). A value of zero is represented by
setting all bits (including s, e and f ) to 0.
2.4 Instruction Formats
All standard SIC instructions use the same 24bit instruction format (Figure 2, format FSIC).
This format does not meet the needs of the
SIC/XE addressing, as 15 bits alone cannot
cover the entire memory space. To overcome
this there are two possible options – either to
use some form of relative addressing, or to extend the address field to 20 bits. Both of these
options are included in SIC/XE (Figure 2, formats F3 and F4). If bit e is set to 0, F3 is used,
otherwise F4 is used. In addition SIC/XE provides some instructions that do not reference
memory at all (Figure 2, formats F1 and F2).
2.5 Addressing Modes
In general we distinguish the addressing modes:
• according to target address calculation,
• according to the way the target address
is used when determining the operand.
According to the target address (TA) calculation, there are three modes of addressing
known to SIC/XE – one mode of indirect and
two modes of relative addressing. The modes
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0

8

F1

opcode

F2

opcode

16

r1

FSIC

opcode

00x

F3

opcode

nixbpe

F4

opcode

nixbpe

24

32

r2
address
offset
address

Figure 2: SIC and SIC/XE instruction formats
nary codes for all of the SIC instructions end
with two zero bits). All SIC/XE machines have
a special hardware feature designed to provide
backward compatibility. If bits n and i are both
0, then bits b, p and e are considered to be part
of the address field of the instruction, rather
than flags indicating addressing modes. This
makes instructions of format 3 identical to the
format used on the standard version SIC, providing the desired compatibility.
According to the target address usage, there
are also three modes of addressing known to
SIC/XE, which are shown in Table 3.
Mode
Simple
Immediate
Indirect

Indication
none
#
@

way (for example, an operand that begins at a
byte address that is a multiple of 4).
Programmers usually view the x86 memory
as a collection of segments. From this point
of view, an address consists of two parts – a
segment number and an offset that points to
a byte within the segment. Segments can be
of different sizes, and are often used for different purposes. Some segments may contain executable instructions, and others may be used
to store data. Some data segments may be
treated as stacks that can be used to save register contents, pass parameters to subroutines
and for other purposes.

Target address usage
operand = (TA)
operand = TA
operand = ((TA))

3.2

There are eight general-purpose registers: EAX,
EBX, ECX, EDX, EBP, ESI, EDI and ESP.
Each of these registers is 32 bits long (one doubleword). Registers EAX, EBX, ECX and EDX
are generally used for data manipulation; it is
possible to access individual words or bytes from
these registers (when accessing different parts,
the registers get a different name, see Figure
3). The other four registers can also be used
for data manipulation, but are more commonly
used to hold addresses.
There are also several different types of
special-purpose registers. The EIP register is
a 32-bit register that contains a pointer to the
next instruction to be executed. The EFLAGS
register is also 32 bits long and contains many

Table 3: SIC/XE addressing modes according
to the target address usage
3. Intel Pentium x86 Architecture
3.1

Registers

Memory

Memory in the x86 architecture can be described in at least two ways. At the physical
level, memory consists of 8-bit bytes. Every
address adresses a byte. Two consecutive bytes
form a word, four bytes form a doubleword (also
called a dword). Some operations are more efficient when operands are aligned in a particular
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long. It stores 24 significant bits of the floatingpoint value and allows for a 7-bit exponent (the
remaining bit is used to store the sign of the
floating-point value). The double-precision format is 64 bits long. It stores 53 significant
bits and allows for a 10-bit exponent. The last,
extended-precision format is 80 bits long that
stores 64 significant bits and allows for a 15-bit
exponent. Characters are stored as 8-bit ASCII
codes.
Figure 3: General-purpose registers of the Intel
Pentium x86 computer

3.4

Instruction Formats

All of the x86 machine instructions use variations of the same basic format. This format begins with optional prefixes containing flags that
modify the operation of the instruction. For
example, some flags specify a repetition count
for an instruction and others specify a segment
register that is to be used for addressing. The
following is a number of bytes that specify the
operands and addressing modes to be used.
The operation code is the only element that
is always present in every instruction. Other
elements may or may not be present. Thus
there are a large number of different instruction
formats, varying in length from 1 to 10 bytes.

different bit flags. Some of these flags indicate
the status of the processor, others are used to
record the results of comparisons and arithmetic
operations.
There are also six 16-bit segment registers
that are used to locate segments in memory.
Segment register CS contains the address of the
currently executing code segment and register
SS contains the address of the current stack
segment. The other registers (DS, ES, FS and
GS) are used to indicate the addresses of data
segments.
Floating-point computations are performed
using a special FPU (floating-point unit). This
unit contains eight 80-bit data registers, that
resemble a stack, and several other control and
status registers. More details about the FPU
can be found in (5).
Besides all these registers, that are available
only to application programs, there are also several other registers, that are used only by system programs (e.g. operating system) and a
few others, that control the operation of the
processor.

3.5

Addressing Modes

The x86 architecture provides a large number
of addressing modes. An operand value may
be specified as part of the instruction itself
(immediate mode), or it may be in a register.
Operands stored in memory are ofter specified
using variations of the general target address
calculation:
TA = (base register) + displacement +
(index register) × (scale f actor)
Any general-purpose register may be used
as a base register. Likewise, any generalpurpose register except ESP can be used as an
index register. The scale factor can have the
value 1, 2, 4, or 8 and the displacement can be
an 8-, 16- or 32-bit value. The base and index
register numbers, scale factor and displacement
are encoded as parts of the operand specifiers
in the instruction. Because these items are not
required and can be omitted, we get eight different addressing modes. The address of an
operand in memory may also be specified as an

3.3 Data Formats
The x86 architecture provides the integer,
floating-point, character and string data formats. Integers are stored as 8-, 16- or 32-bit
binary numbers. Both signed and unsigned integers are supported; like on SIC/XE, the two’s
complement is used for negative values representation.
There are three different floating-point data
formats. The single-precision format is 32 bits
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are shown in Table 4a.

absolute location (direct mode) or as a location
relative to the EIP register (relative mode).

4.2
4. Transformations

The translation of registers is pretty straightforward, since the x86 architecture possesses more
registers than SIC architecture. To perform this
translation we defined a mapping, which is presented in Table 4b.

All of the transformations are performed instruction by instruction (14), with no regard
to the context (15; 9) of the instructions. At
some point we intended to try and include the
context into the translation process and to perform some optimization of the translated source
code, but quickly came to the conclusion, that
it would be better for students to not implement this feature, as the optimized code could
potentially only confuse students.
On the next few pages we will describe the
process of identifying the correct translations
for most of the SIC/XE instructions. There
are quite a lot of translations to cover, so to
make the entire process a bit easier, we have
grouped similar translations into four larger
groups. These are: data types, registers, addressing modes and instructions. We have further grouped instructions into five more groups,
which are load instructions, store instructions,
jump instructions, device manipulating instructions and other miscellaneous instructions.
4.1

Registers

4.3

Addressing

As we mentioned in Section 2.5, SIC/XE knows
three addressing modes according to the target address usage – simple, immediate and indirect addressing. Since the x86 architecture
knows simple and immediate addressing, except
for certain instructions, there were no difficulties with translating these addressing modes. A
small problem occurred with instructions that
do not support immediate addressing. When
dealing with these instructions, we first have
to store the operand value as a separate variable and then use simple addressing to read the
value of that variable. There was a similar situation with indirect addressing. When using indirect addressing on SIC/XE, the operand value
is at the address, defined by the contents of a
memory location at TA address (operand =
((TA))). On the x86 architecture an operand
value can be addressed indirectly, only if the
operand address is stored in advance in a chosen register. This is called register indirect addressing. Luckily, x86 possesses more registers
than SIC/XE. This enabled us to reserve the
ESI register for use with indirect addressing.
Thus, an instruction, using indirect addressing,
is translated into a sequence of two instructions: loading the operand address into ESI register and reading the final operand value from
the address contained in register ESI. Like on
SIC/XE, we can also use indexing with simple
and indirect addressing. We do this by adding
the contents of the index register to the target
address. In our case, the index register is EDI.
Example translations can be seen in Table 5.

Data Types

As mentioned before, one byte on the SIC/XE
architecture is a sequence of 8 bits and one
word is composed of 3 bytes. Therefore, byte
mapping (BYTE instructions) didn’t present a
problem, since the x86 bytes are also 8 bits long.
That was not the case with the WORD instruction. On the x86 architecture a word is 16 bits
long, which is not enough for a successful mapping. That is why a SIC/XE word is translated
into a double-word (.long instruction), which
is 32 bits long.
The next problem with translating the previously mentioned data types is the way, how
both architectures store and address words. SIC
addresses words by the location of their most
important bit, which is exactly opposite to the
x86 architecture. This has a major impact on
storing and accessing of arrays elements.
The rest of the translations didn’t present
any particular problems. The final mappings

4.4

Instructions

We detected five groups of SIC/XE instructions. The members of these groups translate
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SIC/XE
BYTE val
WORD val
RESB n
RESW n
l EQU e

Intel
.byte val
.long val
.space n
.space 4*n
.equ l, e

SIC/XE
A
X
L
PC
SW
B
S
T
F

(a)

Intel
EAX
EDI
EBP
EIP
EFLAGS
EBX
ECX
EDX
top of FPU stack
(b)

Table 4: (a) Data type translations and (b) registers mapping from SIC/XE to Intel

simple
immediate

SIC/XE
LDA X
LDA #5

Intel
mov %eax, [ X]
mov %eax, 5

where x is the name of the register and
m is the memory location. Similarly to
load instructions, the store instructions
are translated into mov instructions

Table 5: Addressing modes translations SIC –
Intel

mov [m], %X
where X is a corresponding Intel register
(see Table 4b). The STCH instruction is
translated similarly as the LDCH instruction using only the lower part of the register, but with the movzx instruction omitted.

into Intel instructions by the same (or at least
similar) pattern. In the following we present
the translations for the representatives of each
group.
Load instructions. For each register, SIC/XE
provides a load instruction LDx m, where
x is the name of the register and m is the
memory location. These instructions are
translated into Intel’s mov instruction

Jump instructions. SIC/XE provides the following jump instructions: J m, JEQ m,
JGT m, and JLT m. The first instruction
differs from the rest, as it presents an unconditional jump and is therefore translated into jmp m instruction. The rest are
all conditional instructions and are translated into je m, jg m and jl m, respectively. A safeguard has been added to
all translated jump instructions in order
to prevent infinite loops. When an infinite loop is found, a jump instruction is
replaced with a sequence of instructions
that end the program (sys exit), thus
preventing infinite execution.

mov %X, [m]
where X is a corresponding Intel register
(see Table 4b). Another SIC/XE load instruction, namely LDCH, is a bit different,
as it is used to load a byte into register A
instead of a word. That is why the 32-bit
%eax register is replaced with the 8-bit
%al register and another
movzx %eax, %al

I/O instructions. To communicate with the
outside world, SIC/XE provides the following instructions: TD m (test device),
RD m (read device), and WD m (write device). In all these instructions m referes
to the input/output device number. Our

instruction is added, that zero-extends
the 8-bit value of %al to 32 bits.
Store instructions. For each register, SIC/XE
also provides a store instruction STx m,
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r2 into EAX and only then we can divide
by r1. When we are finished, the result
is copied back to r2 and EAX is restored
to its original state.

translator treats SIC/XE devices as text
files. For example, if a SIC/XE program
reads from a device 0xAA, the translated
program will actually read from a text file
named AA.txt. All three instructions are
translated into a sequence of instructions,
that trigger the 0x80 interrupt. This interrupt is used to signal the operating
system to execute a certain system call
operation. The TD instruction is translated into a sequence of instructions, that
trigger the interrupt, responsible for executing the sys open system call, which
creates a text file with a specified name
and returns the newly created file’s descriptor. Or, if the file already exists,
only the file descriptor is returned. This
information is stored in a separate variable, which can later be used by the other
two instructions. Once the file descriptor is obtained, reading or writing from
the created file is actually quite easy. To
read and write from a file, one has to use
the sys read and the sys write systems calls, respectively. For every system
call we have to preload the designated
(usually EAX, EBX, ECX and EDX ) registers with required information, like system call ID, file descriptor, character array address and so on. Devices 0 (stdin),
1 (stdout) and 2 (stderr) are a bit different. Since these devices are permanently
available, one does not have to create a
new file and can be used immediately for
reading and writing. Additional information pertaining the usage of system calls
in a Linux environment can be found in
(2) and (6).

The other SIC/XE instructions do not belong to any major group, therefore we will
present their translations in Table 6. In this table the instructions HIO, LPS, NORM, SIO, SSK,
STI, STSW, SVC and TIO are missing. The reason for omitting these instructions is the lack
of documentation and their absence in example
programs in (1). By not knowing what exactly
they do, it is impossible to find correct translation for the Intel computer.
5. Evaluation
To verify different aspects of the quality and
usefulness of our translator we performed several tests. The results of these tests, which include the correctness and the length of a translation as well as the speed of execution, are
presented in this section.
5.1

Example

In this example we present a translation of a
program from SIC/XE (Code segment 1) to Intel Pentium x86 (Code segment 2) assembly
code. The example program reads 6 consecutive bytes and writes them one by one to a
text file AA.txt. The translated program is
much longer than the source program (see Code
segments 1 and 2). The overhead in length is
mostly due to instructions TD, RD and WD. Each
of these instructions stores the required registers on the stack, loads new values into those
registers, triggers an interrupt and then restores
the same registers from the stack. The rest of
the translations are quite self-explanatory and
nearly bijective. You might also notice that
each letter is stored as a separate byte. This is
because of the different data representation on
the two computers. If the letters were stored as
a SIC/XE word of three letters, the output on
the Intel computer would be completely different than the output on the SIC/XE computer.

Divide instruction. The div instruction of
the x86 architecture divides the EAX register with some register or an in-memory
operand. SIC/XE’s DIVR is a bit different – both operands are registers. As
long as r1 equals to the A register, the
instruction can be translated as if using
normal division. If that is not the case, a
few other instructions have to be added.
First, we have to store the contents of
the EAX register on the stack, then copy
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SIC/XE
ADD m
ADDF m
ADDR m
AND m
CLEAR r1
COMP m
COMPF m
COMPR r1, r2
DIV m
DIVF m
FIX
FLOAT
JSUB m
LDF m
MUL m
MULF m

Intel
add %eax, m
fadd m
add %r2, %r1
and %eax, m
mov %r1, 0
cmp %eax, m
fcom m
cmp %r1, %r2
div m
fdiv m
fist m
fild m
call m
fld m
imul %eax, m
fmul m

SIC/XE
MULR m
OR m
RMO r1, r2
RSUB
SHIFTL r1, n
SHIFTR r1, n
STF m
SUB m
SVC n
SUBF m
SUBR r1, r2

Intel
imul %r2, %r1
or %eax, m
mov %r2, %r1
ret
shl %r1, n
shr %r1, n
fst m
sub %eax, m
int n
fsub m
sub %r2, %r1

Table 6: Instruction translations SIC/XE – Intel
5.2

inout
prog
loop
wloop

halt

START
LDX
TD
JEQ
LDCH
WD
TIX
JLT
J

.variables
OUTPUT BYTE
DATA
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

We compared the speed of execution of programs running in a SIC/XE simulator with the
speed of their translations running on the Intel
architecture. All the programs (SIC/XE and Intel) were run on the same computer (Intel(R)
Pentium(R) D CPU 3.40GHz, 4GB RAM with
Ubuntu 12.04). To run SIC/XE programs we
used a Java-based simulator (11) whereas the
Intel programs were run directly on the PC.
Since SIC/XE programs are interpreted on the
fly by the simulator, we could expect that the
Intel programs would run much faster. With
our tests we wanted to verify this assumption
and to measure the speedup factor. The running time of SIC/XE programs include the time
required to invoke the Java virtual machine,
which is around 200ms. In most cases this time
is small compared to the overall execution time
and it does not significantly influence the results. We compared the speed of execution using two assembly programs written for SIC/XE
architecture and translated into Intel with our
translator. These programs cover two different
problem domains. The first one, which solves
the Tower of Hanoi problem, uses recursion
(with a simulated stack) and it is computationally intensive. On the other hand, the second

0
#0
OUTPUT
loop
DATA, X
OUTPUT
#6
wloop
halt

X’AA’
X’53’
X’49’
X’43’
X’2F’
X’58’
X’45’

The Speed of Execution

.S
.I
.C
./
.X
.E

Code segment 1: An example SIC/XE program
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Code segment 2: A translated Intel x86 program
program, which copies characters from standard input to standard output, addresses the
problem of heavy I/O usage. The source code
of both programs (the SIC/XE and the Intel
versions) with all the input test files, the scripts,
and the Java SIC/XE simulator are available at
(7) in the tests folder.
copy
loop

halt

START
RD
COMP
JEQ
WD
J loop
J halt

lation of this program into Intel assembly language consists of 41 assembly lines. This significant difference in the length of the programs
is discussed in the next section. Both programs
were run to copy files of length from 1KB to
100MB. Each test was performed 5 times. The
average execution time for both programs is depicted in Figure 4 (note that the scale of this
graph is logarithmic). The results are quite
surprising. For files greater that 100KB (we
use only these files to reduce the influence of
the simulator’s overhead time for small inputs)
the Intel program is on average only 1.42 times
faster than the SIC/XE program. To explain
this small performance enhancement we analyzed the simulator’s code and find out that
it uses buffered input/output streams. Even
though the programmer uses a byte by byte assembly instructions to copy files, in the background the streams are buffered, which drastically increases the speed of execution. On the
other hand, Intel code copies the file byte by
byte (without a buffer), which is known to be a
very slow procedure. That explains where the
advantages of compiled code has been lost.

0
#0
#0
halt
#1

Code segment 3: A SIC/XE program to copy
bytes from stdin to stdout
The SIC/XE program that reads characters
from standard input and writes them to the
standard output, is a very short program. It
contains only 7 assembly lines (see Code segment 3). Using the Linux pipeline mechanism,
this program can be used to copy the given input file into the given output file. The trans-
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Figure 4: Time required to copy characters from a given input to a given output file
of optimization for an arbitrary program would
be quite complicated.

The second program in our test is a program
that solves the n-disk Tower of Hanoi problem
(16). The recursive solution of this problem is
known to be quite simple. However, since the
SIC/XE does not provide an integrated stack,
the simulation of the stack was implemented
as a part of the code, which resulted in a 87
assembly lines long program. The translated
Intel version of this program has 157 lines.
For a given n our assembly program determines and prints out 2n − 1 moves that solve
the n-disk Tower of Hanoi problem. Note that
this is also the theoretical optimal solution. We
run the program for ten different sizes of the
problem, i.e. for n = 15, . . . , 25. Results
showed that the Intel version of the program
is 6.5 times faster on average compared to the
original SIC/XE version (see Figure 5). The
speedup, which is slowly decreasing when n increases, is surprisingly small. From the results
we can conclude that the SIC/SIM simulator on
average performs not more than 7 machine instructions to interpret and execute one SIC/XE
instruction. Nevertheless, the Intel version of
the program is almost optimal. It can be optimized only by removing some unnecessary push
and pop operations, but to implement this kind

5.3

The Length of Translation

Most of the 60 SIC/XE instructions translate
into a single Intel instruction. The exceptions
are: DIV (translates into 3 or 7 instructions,
depending on the register used), J (3 instructions, if infinite loop is detected), RD (14 instructions), TD (15 instructions), TIX (2 instructions), TIXR (2 instructions) and WD (15
instructions). Another increase in the length of
the translated program is also due to additional
memory allocation directive and additional Intel
instruction for each SIC/XE instruction in indirect addressing mode. Nevertheless, the length
of the translation of the programs that do not
use input/output devices and division operation does not essentially differ from the length
of the original program. On the other hand,
the programs that use input/output devices can
translate into much longer programs, especially
if the number of input/output instructions is
relatively big compared to the number of all
instructions of a program. To confirm this assumption, we compared the lengths of the three
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Figure 5: Time required to solve the n-disk Tower of Hanoi problem
does not work correctly, which is mostly due
to the differences in the source and the destination architectures. The three most notable
differences are: byte ordering, size of memory addresses and the way both systems handle
the input/output devices. The first two differences caused slightly wrong translation of the
hanoi.asm program. The different byte ordering reflected in the change of the pegs’ labels
from A, B, C to C, B, A. The SIC/XE’s directive ABC BYTE C’ACB’ was translated into
ABC: .byte 0x41, 0x42, 0x43, which was,
according to the Intel’s little-endian byte order, understood as ’CBA’. To correct the program we had to manually change the translation into ABC: .byte 0x43, 0x42, 0x41.
To automatically correct this kind of problems,
the translator would have to know when a variable is going to be used as character sequence,
but that is currently not possible without performing some kind of contextual analysis of the
source program. The second difference, i.e. the
difference in the size of memory addresses, is a
bigger problem. In our test case this problem
reflected in a dysfunctionality of a translated
program. Namely, the simulation of a stack
in the SIC/XE’s program uses a pointer to the

programs and their translations. The two programs, hanoi.asm and factorial.asm (see (7),
the tests/orig folder) that are computationally intensive and that use input/output only
to print the final result, translate from 87 and
89 to 157 and 153 assembly lines, respectively.
The average increase factor of both programs is
1.75, which is mainly due to the fact that both
programs use a lot of instructions in indirect addressing mode. The third program (copy.asm)
which copies characters form standard input
to standard output and consists mainly of input/output instructions, translates from 7 to 41
assembly lines, which confirms the assumption
that input/output intensive programs translate
into much longer programs.
5.4 The Correctness of Translation
Our tests showed that the translator creates
correct Intel programs for almost all simple
SIC/XE assembly programs. The output produced when running these programs was the
same as the output produced when running
the corresponding SIC/XE versions from which
the programs were generated. Nevertheless,
there are several occasions when the translation
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computer. We believe our translator could be
of great help to all of the students, who are using SIC/XE in their lectures as it allows them to
test their programs in a real environment and
at the same time, by doing this, they get to
know a new assembly language.
During the development phase we encountered several problems. The most noticeable
ones were the translation of SIC/XE’s 24-bit
word to Intel’s 16-bit word and the translation
between SIC/XE’s big- and Intel’s little-endian
byte ordering. We were able to solve the first
problem but not the second. It is up to the
programmer to keep this in mind when writing
SIC/XE programs, to adjust the arrays properly,
in order for the translated programs to work on
Intel’s architecture.
That is why we believe that this problem
should be the first of many improvements that
would have to be made, in order to relieve the
programmers (in our case students) of such
low-level problems and allowing them to focus
more on the programs and the language itself.
In order to do so, we would have to determine
the meaning of the data during the translation
process and convert the data accordingly.
The next major improvement of the translator would be to implement some kind of optimization of the translated assembly code. Currently the translated programs are usually a bit
longer than the original ones. This is partially
due to the nature of certain SIC/XE instructions, which can perform an entire operation
with a single instruction (e.g., TD), whereas on
the Intel many instructions are needed to complete the same operation.

top of the stack. When a register is pushed on
the stack, this pointer is increased by the size
of the register, which is 24 bits (or 3 bytes)
for SIC/XE. Since the size of Intel’s register is
32 bits, the correct version of translated program would have to increase the stack pointer
by 4 (in the Intel version of the hanoi program we changed the number 3 to the number
4 manually). For automatic detection of situations where 3 (or a multiple of 3) has to be
changed to 4 (or a multiple of 4), the translator
would have to perform a context analysis of a
program, but even then some undecidable situations could appear. Hence, the difference in
the size of memory addresses is something that
a programmer has to be aware of when using
our translator. The third difference between the
SIC/XE and Intel has its origin in the limited
number of instructions for input/output device
handling. For example, SIC/XE does not provide mechanisms for opening and closing files.
To implement the I/O functionality on Intel
we translated the TD instruction (which is used
to test device availability on SIC/XE) as a file
opening instruction which returns a file handle
for further file reading or writing. Therefore,
the programmer of SIC/XE programs has to be
aware of this, since multiple use of TD instruction would cause dysfunctions of translated programs, either because of too many opened files
or because the program would rewrite the same
file again and again. The three differences described in this section show that our translator
can fail in its mission to create correct Intel version of a SIC/XE program. For some programs,
a part of a task has to be done manually by a
programmer. But since our translator was written mainly for educational purposes, this shortcomings can also be beneficial because they
force the user to think about the differences
in the source and the destination architectures.
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A Linker for SIC/XE Hypothetical Computer
Kišek, Nejc

multiple object code sections together; loader,
that inserts the object code in the correct part
of computer’s memory; compiler, that converts
a high level programming language into assembly code and an operating system, that controls resources, communicates with the hardware and overlooks user applications.
SicTools [6] is a collection of system software utilities for SIC/XE that includes an assembler, a simulator and a linker. It was developed for enhancing practical demonstrations in
a system software course at University of Ljubljana’s Faculty of Computer and Information science. It is used at several faculties around the
world, mainly at courses following the Beck’s
book. The included assembler allows us to
translate assembly code into object files, following specifications from the System Software
book. The simulator features a graphical interface, an overview of CPU registers and entire
memory. It can run at different frequencies and
supports breakpoints or step by step execution.
Additionally, it can simulate a graphical or a
textual screen and can interact with standard
input/output or external files.
The linker utility was added to SicTools as
part of a bachelor’s degree thesis [4] following
the specifications from Beck’s book [1]. We
also used concepts from [5] and followed the
approach to generation of ideas as documented
in [7].
In the following section we describe the
main concepts behind linking. In Section 3 we
list the features of our linker implementation.
Then we present an overview of how each part
of the library can be used in Section 4 and how
the linker can be used as a standalone program
in Section 5. In Section 6 we show a simple example of linking and then conclude with some
ideas for future work.

Abstract: The article describes the design and implementation of a linker for the
SIC/XE hypothetical computer, described in
Leland Beck’s book System Software. Linker
was developed as a part of SicTools collection
consisting of system software tools for the same
hypothetical computer. We start by introducing SIC/XE and existing tools for working with
it, followed by a few concepts behind the linking process. Then we describe the implemented
linker, list its functionalities and describe how
to use it. We focus on using the linker as a library in another program, but we also give some
instructions on using it on its own. Finally, to
better illustrate the process of linking, we also
show a simple example.

Index Terms: linker, SIC/XE, SicTools, system software

1. Introduction
IC/XE (Simplified Instructional Computer

S with Extra Equipment) is a hypothetical

processor from Leland Beck’s textbook System
Software [1]. The book uses it to show how assemblers, linkers, loaders, compilers and other
parts of system software work. The main purpose of this processor is to have a minimal set of
features that most real processors have, without
extra functionalities or simplifications. Because
of that, concepts for working with SIC/XE are
also useful when working with real processors.
System software is software that supports
the use and operation of other programs and
the computer itself. A few examples of such
programs are assembler, that converts assembly
language into object code; linker, that connects
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2. Linking

contain the code itself; M Records that describe
how addresses in the code should be modified
during linking or loading; D Records that define
which symbols in the section should be external; R Records that refer to symbols from other
sections and a final E Record marking the end
of a section.
During the linking, D and R records tell the
linker which sections contain external symbol
references and their definitions, while M records
specify which addresses in the code belong to
a reference and should be modified.

Linking is a process of combining multiple object files to create the whole program. Object
files are comprised of multiple control sections,
which are independent parts of the program,
but can be connected with a system of references. A symbol (variable) inside one section
can be seen by other sections if we define it as
an external symbol. Other sections can refer to
symbols defined in this way and use them. In
Figure 1 we can see how a program in multiple
assembly files is processed before we can run it.

3. Implemented Linker
The main functionality of the implemented
linker is linking multiple object files into a single one and resolving any references that exist between them. In a typical scenario, we
have several object files comprised of multiple
control sections with references between them
as an input to the liker, which then outputs
a single .obj file containing only one control
section with all references resolved. If this is
not exactly what we want to achieve, the implemented linker has a few extra options that
change how the linking process works.

Figure 1: Linking process
During the process, linker first assigns an
address to each section and checks which sections contain externally defined symbols. After
that, it parses all the sections and replaces any
references with actual addresses from previous
step. Finally, linker combines all sections into
one and writes it to a file.
There are a few details that we did not mention, for example that addresses in SIC/XE can
be absolute or relative. Absolute addresses refer to a specific point in memory and is not
supported in our linker implementation, since
sections can not be moved to an arbitrary place
in the memory. Relative addresses are adjusted
by the loader just before the program is run,
based on where in memory the code was placed.
Linker handles different types of relative addresses in a slightly different way, to ensure the
loader will still understand them after they are
in the same section.
SIC/XE object files contain different types
of records: H Record that contains name address and length of the section; T Records that

Partial linking. This option can be used,
when we want to link multiple control sections
where not all references can be resolved – some
of them may refer to definitions that are not
present in any control section. If we enable
partial linking, the linker output will still be just
one object file with one control section, but it
will also include refer and modify records for
each reference without a define record in any
of the output files. This is useful, when we do
not have all the object files of a program, but
we want to link just the ones we already have.
Preserving external definitions. This is an
option that keeps the define records in the output object file after resolving the references. It
can be used for debugging, but we might also
use it for further linking the object file.
Let us demonstrate with an example. We
would like to link object files containing references A, B and C, but we only have files with
definitions of A and B available and have to use
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puts the section to a text file and returns the
File class pointing to it.

partial linking option to skip C. When we get
the object file for C it might include its own
references to A and B. If we want to link it
with our partially linked program, we will have
to include the files for A and B again, which
will lead to duplicated code. The preserving external definitions option during the first partial
linking allows the original A and B to be used
in the second linking as well, without relinking
the whole program or duplicating code.
Modifying Sections. Reordering and modifying sections can be done in two ways. Usually
we just want to specify the section that needs to
be first (where the program should start), which
can be done using the main section option.
When more modifications are needed, we can
also change the order of other sections manually as well as rename or delete them. This can
be done programatically when using the linker
library or with the commandline or graphical
interface included in SicTools.

Figure 2: Linker classes and methods
Specifying Options. We can control the
linking process with variables inside the
Options class. Most of them we mentioned in
the previous chapter: attributes force, keep
and verbose of boolean type represent the
partial linking, preserving definitions and verbose mode options, respectively, while the attribute main of type String specifies the name
of the section that should be first in the resulting output. In addition to that, we have
outputPath and outputName that are used by
the Writer utility and represent the full path to
and the name of the output file. There are also
graphical and editing attributes of boolean
type that are used by the included linker tool.

Verbose Mode This is an option used for debugging and prints all actions that happen during the linking to standard output.
4. Linker Library
The linker is implemented as a Java library that
can be used via the Linker class. Files, classes,
methods and operations involved in linking are
illustrated on the diagram in Figure 2.
The Linker constructor receives a list of
filenames for the object files we want to link
and an Options class that defines any additional options mentioned in the previous chapter. If we do not need to reorder any sections, we can just call the link method, which
will read all specified files and link the sections. The method will return the result in the
form of a single Section class. Section class
stores information about the control section itself (name, start address and length) and all
the records that the section contains.
A section can be written to an object file,
with the Writer class. Its constructor takes
Section and Options classes as arguments
and implements a method write, which out-

Modifying Sections. If we want to change
the order of sections, modify them or change
the references used in them, we can perform
the linking in smaller separate steps instead of
using the link method.
After creating the Linker object, we call
its parse method, which will read the input
files and return a Sections object. It contains
the name of the whole program and the list of
Section objects, each representing one control
section that was found in the input files. The
order of sections in the list represents how they
will be ordered in the linked program.
Sections class also has methods for modifying containing sections, references or definitions: rename, move or remove for sections
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and renameRef, renameDef or removeRef,
removeDef for references. When renaming we
need to make sure all names are at most six
characters long, that section names are unique
and that definition names are unique within
each section. Renaming a reference with an
already used name will combine them into one
(their M records will use the same symbol).
We can finalise the linking with the
passAndCombine method in the Linker
class. It accepts the modified Sections as an
argument, performs the linking and outputs a
single Section object. The result is a finished
linked section, similar to the result of the link
method, and can be written to a file with the
Writer utility in the same way as mentioned
in the beginning of this chapter. In fact, the
link method internally just calls parse and
passAndCombine one after another, without
modifying the Sections object.

there are checkboxes and input fields. Object
files are added via the Add .obj button and
are displayed on the central list, where they can
also be reordered.

5. Using the Standalone Linker

6. Example

Linker can be launched from the menu in the
SicTools simulator or as a standalone program
with java -cp sictools.jar sic.Link followed by option flags and paths to input files.
Available flags:

Complete code for the program used in the following example is available in the SicDemos
GitHub repository [2] under the name Link Factorial. The example links five object files
into one program that calculates the factorial
of numbers 1 to 10. Each part of the program is written in a separate file to better
demonstrate the linking process: stack.obj
contains routines for working with the stack,
print.obj contains the code for displaying the
result, fact.obj contains the factorial function, main.obj connects all the parts together
and ending.obj marks the end of the program.

Figure 3: The graphical standalone linker
The tool includes a section editor (graphical or in a terminal), which is launched if user
selected the -e option and allows user to move,
rename or remove sections, definitions or references using the Sections methods, mentioned
in the previous chapter.

• -h displays instructions,
• -o followed by a filename specifies the
output file,
• -g launches the graphical version of the
standalone linker,
• -f, -k and -v enable partial linking, preserving external definitions and verbose
mode options respectively,

Hmain 0000000000F3
R end fact print resultstinit
T0000001E011 00000 4B1 00000 0100010F1 00000

• -m followed by a section name specifies
which section should be first in the linked
program,

T00001E154B1 00000 031 00000 4B1 00000 3F2FDB
M 000001 05+ end
M 000005 05+ stinit
M 00000C 05+ result

• -e will launch the section editor after
reading the input files.

M 00001F 05+ fact
M 000023 05+ result
M 000027 05+ print

The graphical interface is shown in Figure 3
and has the same options presented in a slightly
different way – instead of commandline flags

E000000

Figure 4: Part of the object file main.obj
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7. Conclusion and Future Work

The example object code in Figure 4 is
a control section with six external references
listed in the R record (blue). Each of the M
records contains an address (green) pointing to
a empty spot in the code (yellow). The linker
will later replace them with addresses of the
referenced symbols (orange).

With the addition of a linker, SicTools supports
most of the low level functionality from Beck’s
System Software. This will allow students or
other people trying to learn more about system
software to have more options when trying the
examples from the book in practice.
Because of the modular design, it is simple
to create a new user interface for the linker or
integrate it into a larger program as a library.
The whole SicTools code is available on GitHub
[3] under a BSD 2 clause license.
The linker currently only supports relative
sections and does not support absolute addresses or ORG directives. These features were
skipped, because they are complicated and do
not offer any real benefits to programs, but
from the perspective of aligning with the book
it might still be interesting to implement them.

Hstack 000000000027
D pop 000015

push 000006

stinit000000

T0000001E0F20214F00000E201B0320181900030F20
T00001E060220034F0000
E000000

Figure 5: Part of the object file stack.obj
The example in Figure 5 shows a control
section where three of the symbols are defined.
Their addresses, relative to the start of their
sections, are listed in the D record (yellow).
Linker will find these addresses, add the start
address of the section and insert the resulting
value into the spots from the previous example.
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Hlinked000000000343
T0000001E011 00340 4B1 00319 0100010F1 0012D
T00001E154B1 000F3 031 0012D 4B1 001F6 3F2FDB
...
T 000319 1E0F20214F00000E201B0320181900030F2
T000337060220034F0000
...
M00000105
M00000505
M00000C05
M00001F05
M00002305
M00002705
...
E000000

Figure 6: Part of the linked object file
Part of the object file after linking is shown
in Figure 6. We can see that the empty spots
from Figure 4 (yellow and orange) are now filled
with actual addresses. The second spot (orange) is the stinit symbol defined in Figure 5
and its address is 000319 – this is the address
of the section (000319 in blue) plus the offset within the section itself (000000 in Figure
5). We can also see that the M records do not
contain the symbol references anymore.
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